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Ann Tom, Editor

Hello!

HELLO BEEKEEPERS! I 
want to introduce myself as 
the new editor of Backyard 

Beekeeping. Although I am new 
to the beekeeping world, I am not 
new to Countryside Publications. 
I’ve been with the company since 
1996 and have done a little bit 
of everything during these past 
26 years. I’m the current editor 
of Countryside and Small Stock 
Journal and have been so since 
2019. I thoroughly enjoy being an 
editor, and I look forward to helping 
you learn about bees, honey, pests, 
diseases, and everything else that 
goes along with being a beekeeper.

I would also like to point out 
that instead of being a bi-monthly 
publication, Backyard Beekeeping 
is now published quarterly. You’ll 
notice that this is the Fall 2022 
issue, and the other three issues will 
be seasonal, as well.

With that being said, in this 
fall issue, we have included 
several honey-related articles. 
From extracting equipment and 
harvesting bee pollen to making 
mead and mocktails, I’m confident 
you will find this issue of value.

Enjoy and happy fall to you 
all from everyone at Backyard 
Beekeeping.

If you have suggestions, photos/
experiences to share, have 
comments about a particular article, 
or for whatever other reason, feel 
free to contact me at editor@
countrysidemag.com or snail mail 
at:

Backyard Beekeeping Editor
1503 SW 42nd St.
Topeka, KS 66609

Ann Tom
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Follow us on  
social media! 
Instagram:  
www.instagram.com/
backyardbeekeeping

Facebook:  
www.facebook.com/
IAmABeekeeper/

Pinterest:  
www.pinterest.com/
iamcountryside/ 
backyard-beekeeping/

WE LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU! 
SEND IN YOUR COMMENTS
via email to editor@backyardbeekeeping.com
or snail-mail to Backyard Beekeeping,  
1503 SW 42nd St, Topeka, KS 66609.

As a Member, you can submit a question to our experts 
and receive a reply: 
backyardbeekeeping.iamcountryside.com/ask-the-expert/
how-to-connect-with-our-beekeeping-experts

In Response to “How do I Know if My Bees are Too 
Hot?” 

I have four hives on a stand that was in full sun. 
During the past week, our temperatures were 
approaching 100 degrees Fahrenheit and the 
bees were bearding on all four. I erected a spare, 
portable shelter to give them some shade. Now it 
is a bit cooler around the hives and there is only 
a small amount of bearding. The bees are busy 
foraging, so I think they are cooler and happier 
now. 

Dave Bennett

https://backyardbeekeeping.iamcountryside.com/
health-pests/how-do-i-know-if-my-bees-are-too-hot/

In Response to “Steps for Successfully Filtering 
Beeswax.”

I have found that placing parchment paper in 
areas where wax is prone to dripping makes clean-
up very easy. Once the wax cools and hardens, it 
slides right off the paper.

Peter Hadeka

https://backyardbeekeeping.iamcountryside.com/
honey-beeswax/steps-for-filtering-beeswax/

Backyard Beekeeping
I can’t wait to read Backyard Beekeeping. I’m 

excited to learn all I can, as I’m new to beekeeping.

Best Regards,

Martie
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bee community

BY GREG AND MARRIANNE RUSSELL
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WE ARE HAPPY HOMESTEADERS living on 
about three acres in Kentucky. Our homestead 
consists of a large garden and all kinds of creatures 

including bees, goats, chickens, sheep, ducks, rabbits, geese, a 
farm cat, and a big fluffy Great Pyrenees. We love connecting 
with other homesteaders or people who are interested in this 
lifestyle.

Our beekeeping journey began in 2019 when Greg took an 
interest in learning more about beekeeping and started diving 
into books, podcasts, and any other way to learn more. He 
then asked a friend if he could come learn and work his hives. 
At that point, he was smitten. Then we found another local 
beekeeper in our area and purchased some splits from her to 
start our own apiary. We started with two colonies, and have 
since split those two into eight hives (seven of which made it 
through this winter). Our plan this year is to split all of those 
hives again to expand our apiary. We are hoping for the best!

Everything we do on our farm is a family adventure. Our 
children (ages 3 and 5) are very involved in beekeeping. They 
can tell you all kinds of random facts that they’ve learned, and 
are especially good at queen-spotting. Beekeeping isn’t just 
for adults, and just as we can learn many things from bees, 
we can learn many things from children, too. The kids know 
that honey bees are not aggressive and will not intentionally 
try to hurt you. They are just doing what they do best, and if 
we get in the way, they could try to protect themselves, but 
the likelihood of getting stung with our gear on is almost zero. 
They love spotting bees on dandelions, in our garden, on a 
fruit tree, or getting a drink in the creek. For us, it’s important 
to raise future generations who understand, care about, and 
have a reverence for nature. We strongly believe that we are 
stewards of this earth.

We also make and sell herbal beeswax products (salves, lip 
balms, wax wraps, beard balms) and have plans to create and 
sell more farm-made items. We grow many of the herbs used 
in the products in our garden, which our honey bees pollinate 
for us. It’s quite a beautiful symbiotic relationship on our 
farm! In the future, we are hoping to sell honey and herbal 
infused honey as well, but have been focusing on increasing 
our bee population and want to be sure to create strong, 
thriving colonies, so we haven’t taken much honey other than 
for our personal consumption. One day, we would love to 
make this our full-time job. In the meantime, we love learning 
more about beekeeping, meeting new beekeepers, and of 
course, tending to our bees. What amazing creatures! 

Greg and Marrianne Russell

WEBSITE:  
www.rockbridgefarmstead.com
INSTAGRAM:  
www.instagram.com/rock_bridge_farmstead
PODCAST: 
https://www.rockbridgefarmstead.com/podcast/
FACEBOOK:  
www.facebook.com/rockbridgefarmstead
ETSY SHOP: 
www.etsy.com/shop/RockBridgeFarmstead
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bee community

Our children (ages 3 and 5) are very 
involved in beekeeping. They can tell 

you all kinds of random facts that 
they’ve learned, and are especially 

good at queen-spotting. 
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ask the expert 
with rusty burlew

Ask the Bee Expert! 
Visit backyardbeekeeping.iamcountryside.com and get answers to your beekeeping challenges. 

You can also email us at editor@countrysidemag.com or mail your inquiries to:  
Bee Expert, 1503 SW 42nd St, Topeka, KS 66609.

RUSTY BURLEW is a master beekeeper in 
Washington State with an undergraduate 
degree in agronomic crops and a master’s 
degree in environmental studies with an 
emphasis on pollination ecology. Rusty owns 
HoneyBeeSuite.com, and is the director of the 
Native Bee Conservancy of Washington State.
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Can I Do a Late-Summer Split?

Kris K. asks : 
I’ve got one hive that is packed with bees. They are bearding 
24/7 and packed full of brood. There are no swarm cells that I 
saw. I’ve never done a late-summer split, and historically, my 
splits have not done well. Should I leave them or split them?

Rusty Burlew replies:
I want to dispel the notion that bearding is a bad 

thing. Somehow, bearding has become firmly tied to 
swarming in the mind of many beekeepers. While 
it’s true that honey bees may beard shortly before 

swarming, they also beard for other reasons that have 
nothing to do with swarming.

Certainly, this is not swarm season and you have 
already observed that swarm cells are absent from 
your hive. Usually, bearding in summer and fall is a 
form of temperature regulation. Lots of work goes into 
keeping the brood nest at an ideal temperature, but by 
removing many of those little heat-generating bodies, 
the bees have an easier time of it. 

Bearding is always temporary, usually lasting several 
weeks or even more, but eventually, the colony will 
return to a normal configuration. It’s a completely 
natural and common activity for honey bees, and my 
own advice is always the same, “If your bees want to 
beard, let them.” No harm comes from the activity, and 
indeed they seem to enjoy it.

Splitting in fall is possible, although tricky. You need 
good-sized populations and lots of food stores and you 
may need to buy a queen. Drones are usually thrown out in 
August, or even earlier during a dearth, so a do-it-yourself 
queen may not have a lot of opportunities to mate.

Colonies in North America get drastically smaller 
from August through December. If you split your 
colony now, both halves will get smaller as winter 
approaches. Personally, I think you’re better off going 
into winter with one strong colony than two small 
ones, especially if your splitting experience has been 
so-so. Also, if you split now and forage is scarce where 
you live, you may have trouble with one of your splits 
robbing the other.

I would say you are fortunate to have a booming 
colony that is effectively managing their home by 
bearding. If they were mine, I would continue to check 
mite loads but otherwise, let them be. 
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ask the expert 
with rusty burlew
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How Many Days After 
Requeening Should I See Eggs?

Kathy Stevens asks:
I just requeened two colonies. Eight days later, I went in to see if the queens made it. I found the queen in one hive, but not in 

the other. I suspect this hive has been queenless for several weeks, as I have noted no eggs or brood during the last two inspections. 
There is plenty of nectar, honey, and bee bread. I pirated a frame with brood from the other hive into the queenless one, and checked 
for supersedure cells three days later. They made three of them on both sides. Not wanting to end up with another Africanized 
feral bee — the first hive being requeened is very defensive — I ordered new queens. Long story short, I need to know if I should 
look again before ordering another queen, and if so, how long should I wait? So far, the population seems normal, but I know 
that won’t last without a laying queen. I would appreciate your advice.

Rusty Burlew replies:
After eight days, you should see eggs by now, even 

if it took the workers two or three days to release her. 
A queenless colony can go about 21 days before the 
workers’ ovaries begin to develop. So, 21 minus eight 
is 13. So you have about 13 days max to get a queen 
accepted, or less if the colony was queenless for a long 
time before you installed the first queen. The timing 
is tricky because a lot of open brood will extend the 
amount of time you have before ovary development, 
but you can’t see backward.

On the other hand, if the colony already had some 
laying workers before you requeened, they may have 
killed her. So you need to decide whether she just died 
or if she was killed by laying workers. If you don’t see 
any eggs at all, you are probably still okay. Continue 
to supply eggs or open brood every few days until you 
can get a replacement queen. Alternatively, you can 

supply eggs and very young brood and see if they will 
raise a queen by themselves, but then you run the risk 
of unwanted, perhaps Africanized, genetics.

This is a difficult situation because if laying workers 
killed the first queen, they will kill the next one, too. 
When you put a new caged queen in there, watch 
how the bees react to her. They should be interested, 
and some should try to feed her, but if they bunch 
themselves all over the cage and act aggressively, it 
means they already have a queen or they have laying 
workers. Unfortunately, a layer worker colony is 
extremely difficult to handle, and many people don’t 
even bother.

A final thought: It might be easier to let them raise 
a queen by themselves from young brood. If they 
manage to do that, then you can replace that queen 
with a purchased queen in order to remove the 
unwanted genetics. 
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How Long Can a Colony Survive 
Without a Queen

Justen Cenzalli asks: 
How long can a colony survive without a queen?

Rusty Burlew replies: 
Even without a queen, a honey bee can complete her 

normal adult lifespan of about four to six weeks. However, 
the colony she belongs to will not be able to survive more 
than a couple of months unless the queen is quickly 
replaced. Without a new queen, the colony will dwindle as 
the members die one-by-one.

Since the queen is the only bee that can lay fertilized eggs, 
her presence is absolutely essential to maintain the colony. 
In addition, her pheromones — which are the distinctive 
odors she produces — help to keep the colony orderly, 
productive, and working as a unit. The queen produces 
her pheromones continuously, and as the worker bees rub 
against her or groom her, they pick up some of the scent 
and pass it to other bees who pass it to still more bees. As 
long as her scent permeates the colony, all is well.

But if the queen dies or becomes ill, the scent diminishes 
and the colony members become upset. Many beekeepers 
can hear the difference. Instead of a contended hum, the 
colony seems to roar like a roomful of people who have just 

received bad news. You can imagine them all “talking” at 
once and wondering, “What will we do now?” In addition, 
some bees may appear aggressive, flying and dipping 
erratically in the vicinity of the hive.

Some researchers say it takes approximately 15 minutes 
for the entire colony to learn of a missing or dead queen. As 
soon as they get the word, the bees begin to select larvae of 
the right age for raising replacement queens. Given good 
larvae, the colony can raise a queen in about 16 days, but 
it may take another two or three weeks for her to mature, 
mate, and begin to lay her own eggs. There is no time to 
lose.

If no eggs or young larvae are present when the queen 
dies, or if it is winter and a virgin queen cannot mate, the 
colony is out of luck. After all the queen’s pheromones 
disappear, the workers’ ovaries begin to develop, allowing 
them to lay eggs. But since workers cannot mate, the eggs 
they lay will produce nothing but drones. With no way to 
raise a new queen, the colony will soon perish. 
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Carl L writes:
I’m looking to buy three nucs and saw an 
ad for ankle biters. Any input on these?

What are Ankle-Biter Bees?

Rusty Burlew replies: 
What are ankle-biters?
Purdue ankle-biters are a type of honey bee developed 

at Purdue University after beekeepers noticed that 
some honey bees bit the legs off dislodged varroa mites. 
Individual bees with this hygienic trait were inbred 
in order to increase the incidence of the genetic alleles 
that produced the behavior. The result of this breeding 
program yielded the so-called ankle-biters.

Blind studies in which beekeepers didn’t know 
which breed they kept proved that ankle-biters had 
better overwintering success than other bees, even 
without being treated for varroa. This trait is like 
VSH (varroa sensitive hygiene) and SMR (suppressed 
mite reproduction) because it provides at least some 
genetically based defense against varroa.

The thing beekeepers must understand is that 
these traits are usually the result of double recessive 
genes, which means inbreeding is necessary to make 
the trait appear. After inbreeding repeatedly and 
selecting for the desired traits, special queens — called 
breeder queens — are instrumentally inseminated 
from populations of drones that also carry the gene. 
Inseminated breeder queens, if they are available at all, 
are very expensive — hundreds or even thousands of 
dollars apiece, depending on the type.

The queens that beekeepers buy are the offspring of 
mated breeder queens. These daughter queens are not 

instrumentally inseminated. Instead, they are open-
mated, meaning they fly and mate with random drones.

This means that although your queen has the ankle-
biting genes, those genes are unlikely to show up as 
often as you might like in her offspring. If the queen 
was open-mated in areas where lots of ankle-biting 
drones are living (which is likely in breeding yards), 
a good deal of ankle-biting behavior will show up in 
your colony.

But if your queen dies, swarms, or becomes 
superseded, most of that genetic trait will disappear 
from your colony. It will still exist in the genetics of 
the daughter bees, but it may simply be a recessive 
gene that does nothing unless a virgin queen mates 
with a drone with the same recessive gene. But since 
a new queen will mate with many far-flung drones, 
the chances of her mating with an ankle-biting drone 
are slim. And even if she mates with one or two ankle-
biting drones out of, say, 12 matings, that trait will 
manifest in only a small percentage of the brood nest.

For that reason, isolated apiaries miles away from 
other honey bees are apt to maintain the desired 
traits much longer than apiaries that are within flying 
distance of colonies lacking those traits.

I don’t want to discourage anyone from trying a 
unique breeding line. If you want to try it, you should, 
but it’s important to understand why you might not get 
the results you’re hoping for. 
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David D asks:
Four of my frames had 90% of the wax removed, three on 

the sunnier side, and one on the other side. The hive was in 
a place protected from the noon sun and the super wasn’t 
added until the others were about 70% full of nectar. Any 

idea what was going on?

Why Did My Bees Remove the 
Frame Foundation?

Rusty Burlew replies:
Based on the photograph, it appears to be foundation 

rather than newly secreted wax that the bees removed. 
This is fairly typical, although some colonies do it often 
while others don’t seem to do it at all.

Only bees of a certain age secrete wax, and sometimes 
a colony has a tremendous need for wax but lacks bees 
of wax-secreting age to produce it. So, instead of going 
without, they find a source and simply use that. Honey 
bees are excellent recyclers, and they re-use many things 
inside a hive, including wax combs, cappings wax, and 
propolis.

The bees simply bite off a chunk of wax, mix it with 
their own saliva, chew it into the right consistency, and 
then build new comb with it somewhere else in the hive. 
If later in the season they want to use the frames they 
borrowed from, they will repair the entire thing such that 
you can barely see what they did.

In your case, they probably preferred the sunny side 
frames because the heat would have made the wax more 
pliable and easier to work with. In any case, it’s normal 
and not something to worry about.

I hope this helps! Good luck with your bees! 

On a Frame of Emerged and Capped 
Queen Cells, Will the Workers 

Destroy the Capped Cells?

David D asks:
On a frame that has emerged queen cells and capped queen 

cells, is it most likely that the capped cell contents have been 
killed and are of no use in trying to raise a queen in a nuc? 

Are these cells eventually torn down by the workers?

Rusty Burlew replies:
It’s possible that your colony swarmed without you 

knowing about it. If so, you may have more than one 
virgin that will fight for supremacy. The capped cells may 
be preparation for after-swarms.

If the colony intends to release an after-swarm, the 
workers will not kill the capped queens. Instead they will 
protect them.

However, if the colony doesn’t need those queens, they 
will kill them and then dismantle the cells.

Those cells are likely viable and can be used for nucs. 
However, make sure you have a laying queen before you 
take them, or you may be left queenless.

You can check for viability with an infrared camera. 
A hot spot usually means you have a queen inside, 
although sometimes it’s just a worker. Be gentle. It’s easy 
to damage a developing queen with rough handling or 
extreme temperatures. 
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Rebecca Davis asks:
Do you know if the sugar water will work for wild bees as well? I 

haven’t undertaken starting my own hive, but I usually have quite a 
few bees that visit my raspberries all summer long.

Should You Feed Native Bees?

Josh Vaisman replies:
Thanks for the question, Rebecca! I think you’re asking 

if it’s okay to put sugar water out as a source of food for 
wild (or native) bees. If I’m understanding you correctly, 
here are my thoughts on that.

In theory, yes, you can feed wild bees with sugar water 
— however, there are some considerations I think you 
should keep in mind to help you decide if that’s what you 
want to do.

(1) Wild bees are part of the local ecological system.
When we bring a colony of honey bees into the area, we 
are artificially changing the bee population in that area. 
Wild bees, however, as part of the natural ecological 
system, have a population controlled by natural forces. I 
bring this up because we sometimes must feed our honey 
bees because the natural food sources don’t support 
them enough in that particular time. With the wild 
bees, their population ebbs and flows according to the 
natural resources. With this in mind, I typically consider 
providing natural food sources (eg, planting pollinator-
friendly plants) the best way to support the native bee 
population … and our own honey bees, in the long run!

(2) Sugar water, in my opinion, should really be
viewed as an “emergency” source of food for our bees. 
That is, the last resort when natural resources simply 
aren’t available or aren’t sufficient. The reason being, 
natural sources (eg, flower nectar) have beneficial 
nutrients sugar water lacks. For the health of all bees, 

wild or otherwise, natural sources of nectar are much 
healthier. That said, bees are opportunistic. They go for 
whatever is most efficient. Providing an open supply of 
sugar water could, in theory, attract bees away from the 
naturally occurring nectar sources.

(3) Finally, sugar water will not selectively attract bees.
It will attract all sorts of opportunistic insects, including 
wasps … sometimes in very large numbers.

So, in the end, yes you can open feed wild bees with 
sugar water. I’m sure they would be grateful for it! That 
said, I’d keep the above three points in mind to help you 
decide if that is the direction you’d like to go.

I hope this helps! 

JOSH VAISMAN is an avid beekeeper and instructor in 
Northern Colorado. An active member of the Northern 
Colorado Beekeepers Association, Josh has been 
involved in the education of new beekeepers on behalf 
of the association and privately. Like most people 
who study apiculture, Josh started into beekeeping 
as a hobby, and offers valuable experience to those 
wanting to start beekeeping about the learning 
curve involved, what to do, and what not to do when 
getting started. When not tending to his hives, Josh 
is a Positive Change Ninja with Flourish Veterinary 
Consulting, a company he co-founded to apply the 
science of well-being to the veterinary workplace. He 
lives in Firestone, Colorado with his wife, Greta.

ask the expert 
with josh vaisman
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beekeeping 101

The Secret of Winter Bees vs. Summer Bees

BY RUSTY BURLEW

How Long Do Bees Live and Why?

WE ALL KNOW THAT 
FEMALE honey bees are 
divided into two castes: 

workers and queens. Although they 
both arise from normal fertilized eggs, 
the larvae that hatch from those eggs 
are nurtured differently. By the time 
they are adults, workers and queens 
are structurally distinct and they serve 
different functions in the colony.

Both workers and queens receive 
royal jelly for the first few days of 
life, then their diets diverge. Worker 
larvae receive less royal jelly and more 
bee bread, a delicacy derived from 
fermented pollen and honey. Queens, 
on the other hand, continue on a diet of 
royal jelly alone — a diet, indeed, fit 
for a queen.

In recent years, many bee researchers 
have recognized a third category of female 
honey bees. These bees are so distinct 
from their sisters — both in structure and 
in function — that some scientists believe 
they constitute a third caste. Beekeepers 
refer to them as “winter bees.” Technically, 
they are called “diutinus,” a Latin word 
that means “long lasting.”

Diutinus: The technical name for 
winter bees that are capable of surviving 
the lengthy period of dormancy in 
winter climates until new brood-rearing 
commences in the spring by storing food 
reserves in their fat bodies.

Vitellogenin Prolongs Bee Life
The natural world is filled with oddly 

spectacular things, and a diutinus bee 

is a good example. To appreciate how 
special they are, first think of a normal 
honey bee worker.

A normal worker develops through 
complete metamorphosis — egg to 
adult — in roughly 21 days. Once she 
emerges as an adult bee, she will live, 
on average, four to six more weeks. 
This is completely normal. In nearly all 
species of bees, the adult stage is the 
same length. It may seem that honey 
bees live longer, but that’s an illusion 
created by a colony that constantly 
replaces its losses. In reality, the bees 
you have in August are not the bees you 
had in June.

The queen is an exception, and 
it’s possible for a queen to live 
multiple years, perhaps five or more. 
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A substance called vitellogenin is 
credited with keeping the queen alive. 
Vitellogenin is produced in the fat 
bodies of bees and enhances immune 
function and increases lifespan. Some 
call it a “fountain of youth” for bees.

But another exception to the short 
life span — and one that’s even more 
mysterious — is the winter bee. Even 
though most workers live only four 
to six weeks, diutinus bees survive 
through winter, many living six months 
or more. These “winter wonders,” as I 
like to call them, are the bees that make 
colony overwintering possible. Not 
surprisingly, their bodies are loaded 
with vitellogenin.

Bee Life in Winter
In winter, egg laying slows 

dramatically or stops altogether. There 
is no collection of nectar or pollen. The 
days are cold and the nights are worse. 
Slowly, the bees eat through their food 
supply and the winter cluster struggles 
to keep warm.

But winter survival is not even the 
hard part. The hard part comes when 
the colony must build up its population 
for spring nectar flow, pollen collection, 
drone rearing, and possible swarming. 
Who does all this work when the 
colony is nearly out of pollen? How do 
you feed the first spring brood if there 
is no bee bread? The answer lies in the 
bodies of winter bees.

Bee Body Structure
If you recall, a caste is “a 

physically distinct individual or 
groups of individuals specialized to 
perform certain functions.” It is easy 
to visualize some of the physical 
differences of a queen. She is large 
with short wings and a long abdomen, 
and she has legs that splay to the side, 
spider-fashion. Internally, she has a 
spermatheca to store sperm and an 
enormous warehouse of eggs. She 
appears different from a worker both 
inside and out.

Winter bees and summer bees 
look exactly the same on the outside. 
You cannot look at a winter bee 
and recognize her. But if you were 
to dissect both a winter bee and a 

summer bee, you would see an amazing 
difference inside the abdomen. Whereas 
the inside of a summer bee is dark and 
watery-looking, the inside of winter 
bees is stuffed with a white, fluffy-
looking substance.

A Protein Warehouse
The white fluffies inside a winter 

bee are fat bodies. Fat bodies perform 
many functions related to health and 
nutrition. The fat bodies can break 
down proteins, carbohydrates, and 
other nutrients and reassemble the 
components into new chemicals. 
In addition, fat bodies produce the 
vitellogenin that increases lifespan.

In short, the real treasure trove 
of protein in a winter hive is not 
found in bee bread or stored in the 
comb. Instead, it is stored in the fat 
bodies of winter bees. Because of 
plentiful fat bodies and an enlarged 
hypopharyngeal gland, a winter bee 
can secrete enormous amounts of royal 
jelly, even six months after eating any 
protein herself. Luckily, the constant 
production of vitellogenin keeps her 
alive and healthy. Without winter bees, 
a colony would perish before spring 
build up.

A Change in Food Supply
Just as the quality of food determines 

whether an egg becomes a queen or 
worker, the quality of food determines 
the type of worker that will develop. 
In spring, when pollen is plentiful, 
summer bees develop from all the 

eggs. But in late summer, when the 
food supply begins to dwindle, the 
pollen becomes scarce and lower in 
quality. This deficient diet triggers the 
formation of winter bees. It signals that 
winter is coming and now is the time to 
store protein for spring.

Keep Your Winter Bees Healthy
Because colony survival is 

dependent on winter bee health, it is 
important to treat for mites before 
winter bees are born. If winter bees 
are infected with varroa mites that 
spread viral disease and feed on the 
fat bodies, a colony will not make it 
through winter. Although the timing of 
winter bee development will vary with 
the pollen supply in each region, a 
good rule of thumb is to treat for mites 
by mid-August. This gives you about 
60 days to grow winter bees before 
cold weather curtails brood rearing.

Remember that killing varroa mites 
after they have transmitted disease 
doesn’t help the bees at all. Proactive 
treatment that kills the mites before 
they transmit disease is vital to 
overwintering success.

A good queen is important, too, but 
without healthy winter bees, the best 
of queens cannot sustain a colony. So 
baby your winter wonders. Take care 
of them. Those protein-filled abdomens 
are your only hope for a crop of spring 
bees.

Have you ever opened a winter bee 
to see the glistening white fat bodies? 
Pretty cool, right? 
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beekeeping 101

BY KRISTI COOK

MAKING SPLITS 
Nucleus Colonies

IF YOU KEEP BEES FOR more 
than a minute, you’ll likely find 
yourself needing to make a split for 

one reason or another. Maybe you lost 
a hive and need to replace it. Maybe 
a friend wants to get into bees and 
you want to help them get started. Or 
maybe you just want to experiment with 
making splits. Regardless of the reason, 
creating a small mini-colony called a 
nucleus — or nuc for short — is an 
excellent way to make an increase and 
requires little more than a single strong 
colony to get started.

Splitting Basics
To get started, a basic understanding 

of colony makeup is in order. Every 
healthy colony consists of food stores 
of both honey/nectar and pollen, open 
and capped brood, several frames 
of bees, and queenright colonies 
containing a laying queen. When 
making splits, the goal is to select a 
portion of each of these components to 
be placed into the nuc box. A queen in 
some state of readiness is then added. 
Queens may be open queen cells, 
capped queen cells, virgin queens, 

or laying queens. Each variation of 
queen, offers its own advantages and 
disadvantages with laying queens 
being the primary selection for most 
beekeepers when available.  

Box Selection
Most beekeepers begin by first 

selecting the container into which their 
nucleus colony will go. Most use a small 
five-frame box called a nuc box. These 
nuc boxes come in a variety of forms 
from a factory-made wooden nuc box 
to the Jesters and Pro Nuc boxes most 
commonly used in commercial nuc 
production. Some handy beekeepers 
even DIY their own nuc boxes using 
nucleus hive plans found online.

Ask around your local bee club and 
you’ll hear more than one or two variations 
on their versions of nuc boxes, so don’t be 
afraid to experiment with different options. 
The overall purpose of these small mini-
boxes is to contain a small number of bees 
within a small space so they can readily 
protect the growing colony from robbers 
and pests while also allowing for better 
heat retention, especially when splitting 
during cooler weather. 

Donor Colony
To grow the best nuc possible, you 

want a sufficient number of bees and 
brood ready to accept a new queen. To 
allow for this, select a strong, healthy 
queenright colony with several frames 
of both open and capped brood and 
plenty of honey/nectar and pollen. This 
colony should be strong enough that 
when the bees and frames for the nuc 
are removed, the remaining colony still 
contains enough stores of food and 
plenty of bees and brood to continue 
thriving after the split is made.

Begin by first selecting a strong queenright colony when building a nucleus colony.
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Select Frames
While selecting frames of food and 

bees to build the nuc, carefully search 
each frame for the queen to avoid 
accidentally placing her within the 
nuc, thus rendering the donor colony 
queenless. When the queen is found, 
carefully set her aside in a queen clip 
or other manner of protection while 
continuing to search each frame for a 
second queen as some colonies contain 
two queens on occasion. 

To build the nuc, select a frame 
of food containing honey/nectar and 
pollen. The addition of this food frame 
during setup prevents the beekeeper 
from having to supply supplemental 
feed for a time, especially during 
a nectar flow, allowing for less 
disturbance of the nuc. However, many 
beekeepers do choose to include either 
an internal feeder or an external version 
at the time of nuc setup to allow for 
quick supplemental feeding should the 
need arise somewhere down the road of 
growth from nuc to transfer size.

After you select a food frame, search 
for a frame of capped brood and another 
frame of open brood. The goal, again, is 
to have all life stages present within the 
nuc to allow for a continuous supply of 
bees capable of functioning in all of the 
roles needed within a healthy colony to 

make it thrive — an ample supply of both 
house bees and field bees. Move all bees 
attached to these frames into the nuc box.

Once you have a food frame and these 
two brood frames with attached bees, 
your nuc will consist of three frames 
of bees. At this point, some beekeepers 
choose to add a fourth frame of empty 
comb to allow a newly added laying 
queen room to immediately begin laying, 
another frame of brood and bees, or a 
frame of foundation to allow for comb 
building. All of these options work and 
should be experimented with to determine 
your own preferred nuc strength for 
your management style. Do note that 
if including an internal feeder, you will 
only have a total of four frames inside 
the nuc, which is fine. As with all things 
beekeeping related, no two beekeepers 
will build their nucs the same. 

Relocation Options
To help control population size, many 

folks relocate the nuc three miles or 
further from the donor colony. This 
prevents field bees from flying back 
home and reduces the overall size of the 
nuc. However, relocation is not always 
necessary, provided the beekeeper 
is attentive to population size. If the 
population diminishes below three 
frames of bees, shake a frame or two of 
nurse bees in front of the nuc entrance. 
The open brood inside the nuc will 
draw the nurse bees in, and the guard 
bees will happily allow them to join the 
colony. 

Add a Queen
A queen at any stage ranging from a 

queen cell to a virgin to a laying queen 
may be added once the nuc has been 
queenless for a short time. Some prefer 
to allow the nuc to sit overnight before 
adding the queen while others prefer to 
wait only a short time. 

Once the queen is installed, sit back 
and allow the bees to do their thing, 
keeping a close watch on food and bee 
population. When the bees are close to 
filling out the nuc and there is a laying 
queen, carefully transfer the nuc into your 
preferred hive configuration and watch it 
continue to grow into a full-sized colony.

Making nucs is a simple skill that 
any beekeeper at any stage can readily 
accomplish when keeping a few basics 
in mind, so don’t be afraid to get in your 
bee yard and try your hand at making a 
few nucs. You may just find you have a 
knack for splits, making growth an easy 
option for your apiary. 

When selecting frames for the nuc, be sure to 
locate the queen and place back in the donor 
colony.

A food frame of nectar/honey and pollen give the colony a good start.

KRISTI COOK lives in Arkansas 
where every year brings 
something new to her family’s 
journey for a more sustainable 
lifestyle. She keeps a flock 
of laying hens, dairy goats, a 
rapidly growing apiary, a large 
garden, and more. When she’s 
not busy with the critters and 
veggies, you can find her sharing 
sustainable living skills through 
her workshops, articles, and blog 
at tenderheartshomestead.com.
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hives and equipment

BY KRISTI COOK
FIRST YEAR EXTRACTION EQUIPMENT

IT SEEMS NEARLY EVERY FIRST-YEAR beekeeper 
dreams of the sweet taste of their own honey slowly drizzled 
onto a fresh-from-the-oven biscuit. Eager they are to set up 

their own extraction equipment, quickly peeking inside their 
wallet to see if there’s any bee money left to buy those expensive 
extractors. However, not all the shiny new gadgets are necessary 
that first year, so here’s a quick rundown of what to consider 
when first getting started in the extraction process.

To get started, you need to determine how you’re going to 
remove the honey from the hive. The ordinary smoker that you 
already have is the first piece of equipment to consider. Smoke 
is applied to the honey frames to move bees down into the lower 
box. Moving the bees down makes pulling bee-free honey 
frames easier while also reducing the possibility of removing or 
injuring a queen should she be up in the honey supers. Usually, a 
few puffs of smoke are sufficient to move most of the bees down 
without imparting residual smoke flavor to the honey.

Once most of the bees have moved down, an inexpensive 
bee brush or even a handful of grass is all that is needed to 
finish removing any lingering bees from the honey frames as 
they are pulled from the hive. Brush bristles can be made of 
hair or plastic and handles made of plastic or wood. Either 
version works quite well and will be gentle enough on the 
bees that few injuries should occur, provided a light hand is 
used, so don’t stress over which type of brush to use. 

Once bees are brushed from the frames, you’ll need an 
empty hive box or tote to carry the honey frames to the 
extraction area. You’ll repeat this process until every honey 
frame needing to be extracted is removed. With two hives, 
many folks take no more than 20 to 30 minutes when using 
only the brush and smoker, so there’s no need for those 
expensive bee repellents you see in the bee catalogs until you 
have several more colonies from which to pull honey.

After you have all of your frames inside, the next piece of 

equipment you’ll find useful is an uncapping fork. It looks 
exactly like the name suggests — a simple fork resembling 
a wide hair pick. The purpose of the uncapping fork, 
sometimes referred to as a honey fork, is to pop the tops, or 
caps, of the honey cells to allow the honey to be removed 
from the comb. Some have a wide head while others are 
narrower. Some forks have very stiff and closely spaced fork 
tines while others have more flexible ones that are spread 
further apart. Another difference you may notice is that some 
handles are plastic while others are wooden. Again, select 
whichever version appeals to you and your pocketbook the 
most because all honey forks work basically the same with 
little to no noticeable difference. 

In addition to the uncapping fork, many beekeepers 
find a honey roller helpful. This simple device works in 
much the same fashion as the uncapping fork, except it 
is rolled instead of dragged across the comb to uncap the 
honey cells. This action tends to make uncapping cells a 
little faster than the fork. However, when rolling down the 
frame, a light hand must be used to prevent the roller from 
crushing the entire comb.

An optional third uncapping tool that is highly useful even 
with one or two hives is the uncapping knife which slides 
over the frames, cutting and/or melting the cappings along 
its path. Bear in mind this tool is not an absolute necessity. 
The previously mentioned uncapping tools are more than 
sufficient for extracting only a few hives’ worth of honey. 
However, many beekeepers choose to purchase a knife 
for their first harvest as it does make uncapping go a bit 
faster with much less damage to the comb. The trick to the 
uncapping knife, though, is to use it in conjunction with a 
fork or roller as the knife has difficulty uncapping cells that 
are recessed below the frame or are in the tight corners.

Knives come in two options — cold and heated. The cold 

Both cold and hot knives have a place in the extraction process, but are 
not absolutely necessary the first year or two. Photo credit: Faith Cook.

This simple uncapping tank is plenty large enough for up to 20 hives 
and costs about $30 to DIY. Photo credit: Kristi Cook.
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EQUIPMENT CHECKLIST AND 
STEPS FOR EXTRACTIONS
What do you need on hand for a honey 
extraction?

EQUIPMENT CHECKLIST:

❑ Gloves

❑ Veil

❑ Hive tool

❑ Smoker

❑ Bee brush

❑ Escape board

❑ Capping scratcher

❑ Uncapping tank

❑ Compact extractor

❑ Finely woven strainer for a five-gallon bucket

❑ Bottling bucket

❑ Jars — of your preferred size

Step 1: Pull the Supers

Gently remove bees with a bee brush, bee blower, or 
escape board. To use an escape board, place the board 
between the hive body and supers during daytime 
hours. Wait overnight. Since the escape board acts as 
a one-way valve, the bees will not be able to return 
to the supers. The next day, pull the supers and the 
escape board. 

Step 2: Extract the Honey

Gently but swiftly and evenly uncap the wax, then use 
your capping scratcher to uncap remaining cells on 
both sides of the frame. Place the uncapped frame in 
the extractor. Spin the frames. Once all honey has been 
released, turn the frames over and spin again. 

Step 3: Bottle the Honey

Fit the strainer in the bottling bucket then open your 
extractor valve. Be careful not to let the strainer get 
too full. Once all honey is strained, place the bottling 
bucket on a table and fill the sanitized jars.

Step 4: Cleanup and Storage

Place equipment and spent frames far from hives so 
bees and wasps can clean them without encouraging 
robbing behavior. Once bees have had their fill, 
thoroughly clean and store equipment. Store honey at 
room temperature, out of direct sunlight.

knife’s best virtue is its low cost and simple design. Cold 
knives are large, flat knives with or without serrated edges 
much like an oversized cake spatula. The cutting edge cuts 
through cell tops, thus preserving the integrity of the comb 
much better than forks and rollers and is why many choose 
this option. The heated knife, on the other hand, is more 
expensive but the heat does allow for faster uncapping than 
all previous options. However, even the heated knife needs to 
be used in conjunction with a roller or fork to better open all 
the honey cappings.

You’ll also need a container to catch all those loose cappings. 
A large container like a tote or large stock pot works nicely for 
a year or two, but uncapping tanks are also easy to DIY or may 
be purchased from bee equipment suppliers. The key is to ensure 
the opening is large enough to allow the cappings and dripping 
honey to fall easily into the container instead of on the table or 
floor. Ease of cleanup is also essential as sticky honey will likely 
coat the container both inside and out.

And now for the item on everyone’s wish list — the honey 
extractor. Extractors come in all sizes and will hold anywhere 
from two frames to nearly as many as your heart desires. 
Extractors also come in both manual and motorized versions. 
Some extract from a single side of the frame at a time while 
others extract both sides simultaneously. BUT, your first 
year is not the year to worry about such details. If at all 
possible, avoid this financial mammoth your first year and 
see if you can rent one from your local bee club or a fellow 
beekeeper. By delaying the purchase of an extractor, you can 
not only put your money into more important items like mite 
treatments and more hive boxes and frames, but it will also 
allow time for you to get a feel for beekeeping and what you 
personally would prefer in your own extractor.

First year extraction equipment need not break the bank. 
With a few carefully chosen selections, that first extraction 
should be quite inexpensive. Allow some time to learn 
beekeeping and the extraction process before making those 
pricey purchases. Your wallet will thank you. 

Whether a cold knife or a heated one, knives make the uncapping 
process a little faster. One type of uncapping can be seen in the 
background. Photo credit: Kristi Cook.

Both the uncapping fork and roller are 
simple tools that get the job done easily 
and quickly. Photo credit: Kristi Cook.
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health and pests

BY KRISTI COOK

VARROA 
DESTRUCTOR 
TREATMENTS 
EXPLAINED

OF ALL THE FACETS OF 
BEEKEEPING, perhaps my 
favorite is the sheer variety 

of management options available to 
beekeepers. If a beekeeper enjoys big 
boxes, they can try deep hive bodies. 
If another prefers lighter loads, choose 
the medium boxes instead. Don’t like 
the looks or the functionality of the 
traditional Langstroth hive? Select a 
horizontal Langstroth, a top bar, or 
even a warre hive. Don’t like any of 
those? Still other options exist, ready 
to be explored.

Choosing a miticide to combat 
varroa is no different, 
with options ranging 
from soft chemicals 
such as formic acid and 
hop guard to the so-
called hard chemicals 
such as amitraz and 
coumaphos. However, 
just as sorting through 
all the beehive 
configurations may 
be overwhelming at 

first, so can weeding through all 
the miticide options. Here’s a little 
primer to get you started in your 
quest to select the best miticide/s 
for your apiary and management 
practices.

Know the Miticide
Each miticide functions at its 

optimal level when used within its 
own specific parameters. This means 
varroa reduction will be at its highest 
level when used according to label 
specifications. Go outside those 
parameters or disregard the warnings of 

resistance and you set yourself and your 
apiary up for losses from varroa. Know 
what you need to know before making 
a selection.

Temperature 
One of the key components to 

achieving maximum efficacy for many 
miticides is found in the temperature 
ranges that some varroa treatments 
require. For instance, Apistan 
requires temperatures greater than 
50 degrees Fahrenheit to be effective 
while ApiLife Var requires a slightly 
different range of 65 to 85 degrees 

F according to label 
directions. Use Apistan 
when it's 40 degrees F 
and risk uncontrolled 
varroa. Utilize ApiLife 
Var when it’s 100 
degrees F outside 
and risk absconding 
and other issues. So, 
make certain to respect 
temperature guidelines.

Beekeepers in regions where 
varroa resistance is common 

adapt by using treatment 
combinations and varying their 
approach throughout the year.
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Name of 
Treatment

Also known as: Soft or Hard Labelled for use 
during honey flow

Temperature 
dependent

Kills mites under 
capped brood

Special notes

HopGuard hop beta acid soft Yes >50F No Best used when 
broodless

Formic Pro formic acid soft Yes 50-84F Yes >92F colony
damage may occur

Mite Away Quick 
Strips (MAQS)

formic acid soft Yes 50-84F Yes >92F colony
damage may occur

Api Life Var thymol soft No 65F-85F No No resistance 
noted/bees may 
abscond in hot 
weather

ApiGuard thymol soft No 60F-105F No No resistance 
noted/May slow or 
stop queen laying/
may increase young 
adult and larvae 
mortality/may 
cause bearding

Oxalic Acid oxalic acid 
dihydrate

soft Depends/Check 
state regulations

Apply when bees in 
loose cluster 
35F-55F 

No Respirator must be 
worn during use/
Best used when 
broodless

Apivar amitraz hard No No No Resistance noted

CheckMite+ coumaphos hard No No No Do not use in 
queen-rearing 
colonies/mite 
resistance noted

Apistan fluvalinate hard No No No Widespread 
resistance noted

1

Timing
Timing is also important when 

selecting varroa treatments. Most 
treatments such as oxalic acid and 
Apiguard do not work as well when 
capped brood is present while formic 
acid does. Some can be used with 
honey supers on (during the nectar 
flow) while others cannot. Companies 
even warn to not use their product in 
queen-rearing colonies. In addition, 
all miticides have a required length 
of time each treatment must remain 
within the hive, ranging anywhere 
from a few minutes to days and 
even weeks, making timing just as 
important to the success of your 
selected varroa treatment as any 
required temperature range.

Resistance
Bee pests such as varroa have 

managed to adapt to many of our 
available varroa treatment options. 

For instance, Apistan, or fluvalinate, 
has seen widespread resistance, 
making Apistan a less desirable option 
for those regions experiencing this 
resistance. Beekeepers in regions 
where varroa resistance is common 
adapt by using treatment combinations 
and varying their approach throughout 
the year. Be sure to attend local 
beekeeper meetings regularly. Talk 
with other keepers in your specific area 
to learn what treatments they've found 
to be effective.

Tools and Safety
Last, but certainly not least, when 

selecting varroa treatments, it is 
important to know if the treatment 
requires special equipment such 
as foggers, wands, eye protection, 
chemical-resistant gloves, and so on. 
Oxalic acid, for example, requires 
a special respirator, eye protection, 
chemical-resistant gloves, a power 

source (for some delivery methods), 
and a heating tool, while Apiguard 
and Hopguard have fewer extra 
requirements. Be sure to follow 
label directions and warnings before 
embarking on treatments to protect 
yourself and those around you.

Just as various breeds of bees 
— Russian, Italian, Carniolan, etc. 
— each have their own strengths 
and weaknesses, so do miticides. 
However, what is considered a 
strength to one beekeeper may be a 
non-issue for another. Take the time 
to read through the labels, listen 
to experienced beekeepers in your 
region about what they use and why, 
and don’t be afraid to experiment a 
little with the options. Over time, 
you’ll develop your own successful 
varroa management program that you 
can share with other beekeepers down 
the road. 

Adapted from Honey Bee Health Coalition’s Tools for Varroa Management at: https://honeybeehealthcoalition.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/
HBHC-Guide_Varroa_Interactive_7thEdition_June2018.pdf
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health and pests

STORY AND PHOTOS BY KRISTI COOK

Culling  
Honey Bee 
Colonies

BEEKEEPING IS TOUGH WORK. It’s hard on the 
back, hard in the heat, and the stings don’t feel 
too great, either. Yet, every single day, beekeepers 

across the globe continue to gather their tools and head 
to the bee yard to see what the bees are up to. The hope 
is the colonies will look outstanding, be producing loads 
of luscious honey, and everything will be running as 
smoothly as a fairy tale. However, there will be times 
when hard decisions must be made for the sake of the 
apiary’s continued well-being. One such time is when 
disease strikes. The good news is, culling is usually not 
necessary as most diseases are readily managed with only 
a few instances to the contrary. Read on to discover when 
to cull a diseased colony and when to try other methods 
first. 

Culling is usually not necessary 
as most diseases are readily 

managed with only a few 
instances to the contrary. 

Wax moths are another pest that destroy colonies, but they usually only 
attack weak colonies that are incapable of fending off the moths. Again, 
these are pests and not disease, making culling unnecessary but rather 
intervention.

Seriously spotty brood is one inspection discovery that sends many 
new beekeepers running to their mentor for advice. However, spotty 
brood doesn’t always mean disease, and it nearly never indicates the 
need for culling, but a need for further inspection. 

Tracheal Mites 
Tracheal mites (Acarapis woodi) are mites that infest and 

then breed inside the honey bee’s breathing passages, causing 
a reduction in the bee’s breathing ability as well as vectoring 
disease. While not a serious issue in many areas nowadays, 
tracheal mites are still a very real threat in some regions and 
need to be addressed promptly if the colony is to survive. 
However, culling is not typically necessary as steps are easily 
taken to remedy the situation.  
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Honey bees plagued by tracheal mites typically exhibit 
k-wing, a condition in which the bee’s wings do not lay
flat against the back, but rather one wing sticks out even
at rest, giving the wings a "k" shape. However, k-wing is
present in many diseases and is not a certain indicator of
tracheal mite infestations. In addition to k-wing, infested
bees will also be seen wandering listlessly around the
ground and the landing board, obviously struggling to get
around.

Diagnosis can only be confirmed under a microscope. 
Instead of culling the colony, however, treatments such as 
Mite-a-Thol, Mite-Away-II, Apilife Var, and Apiguard are 
effective alternatives and can save the colony with little 
effort.  

Nosema  
One disease we often see in spring during the cold, wet 

weather, and which is exhibited by streaks of brown fecal 
matter across the fronts of hives and on the inside hive walls 
in extreme cases, is nosema (Nosema apis, N. ceranae). 
Caused by a protozoan living in the gut of the honey bee, 
nosema causes symptoms such as diarrhea (dysentery) and 
distended abdomens. Stressed colonies struggle to maintain 
hive cleanliness and production is stymied. However, yet 
again, no need to cull just yet as Fumadil-B is an effective 
treatment when needed. 

Sac brood 
Caused by a virus, sac brood occurs most often in 

weakened colonies and presents with dead, watery larvae 
exhibiting a thickish skin. Larvae are seen in a canoe shape 
with the head poking towards the top of the cell. This disease 
also scares many folks, but the good news is that while there 
is no chemical treatment for sac brood, the simple act of 
requeening with new stock is most often all that is needed to 
break the cycle of sac brood instead of culling. Prevention is 
best accomplished via the maintenance of strong colonies. 

Chalkbrood 
It is not uncommon after a cold spell to notice dried up, 

mummified bee larvae littering the landing board and the 
ground just in front of the colony as house bees remove 
larvae killed by the cold. Caused by the fungus Ascophera 
apis, chalkbrood is much like the aforementioned scenarios 
— culling is not needed for the disease. If cold weather is 
nearly over, many colonies overcome the chalkbrood on 
their own. However, in extreme cases, it is recommended to 
requeen with hygienic and/or resistance stock. Preventive 
measures are just like they are for other diseases — the 
maintenance of strong colonies is often all that is needed to 
keep this disease at bay. 

European Foulbrood 
Just say the word foulbrood in any beekeeping group 

and you may hear shudders echo throughout the room. 

Foulbrood is the dread of all beekeepers and is known as 
the one surefire way to lose a colony. However, European 
Foulbrood (EFB) is not the foulbrood that requires the 
colony’s destruction. 

EFB is caused by the bacterium Melissococcus pluton. This 
bacteria causes brood to turn a dull white at first with colors 
changing to brown and black. Most often, the deceased larvae 
will be younger larvae that is uncapped, making visualization 
easier. When larvae are manipulated with a toothpick, the 
larvae is discovered to be rubbery and not stretchy like elastic 
as seen in American Foulbrood. 

Pest infestations such as these small hive beetle larvae, while they can 
certainly destroy a colony through their actions, are not a cause for 
culling; rather other management practices that will strengthen colony 
numbers while reducing SHB populations are in order.  

We all hope and strive for a perfectly heathly colony during our inspections. 
Sadly, not every day’s inspection can be this perfect. 
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Treatment for EFB is also simple with a prescription 
of Terramycin from your local veterinarian and not the 
destruction of the colony as so many fear. Just like most 
diseases, maintaining a strong colony is one of the most 
successful steps for preventing this particular form of 
foulbrood. 

American Foulbrood 
American foulbrood, caused by the spore-forming 

bacterium Paenibacillus larvae, is the disease everyone fears 
most. This form of foulbrood is the disease that most states 
require complete destruction of the colony including all 
boxes, all top and bottom boards, all frames and foundation 
including brood and wax as well as all honey bees within 
the affected colony. Once burned, all remains must be buried 
in the ground to prevent further spread. All apiaries within 
the area are notified by the State Honey Bee Inspector of the 
AFB outbreak and remaining apiaries are often placed in 
quarantine. The seriousness of AFB may require complete 
apiary destruction if not caught early enough.   

State inspectors are the best source of confirmation should 
you suspect this vile disease has entered your operation. 

However, symptoms are readily visible with ropey, stretchy 
deceased larvae being the number one indicator for the 
layperson. This ropiness may be observed by placing a 
toothpick inside the affected cell and stirring the remaining 
larvae a bit before pulling the toothpick from the cell. In 
AFB, the larvae sticks to the toothpick and stretches like 
elastic. When AFB is suspected, it is always best to contact 
your state inspector for guidance. There is currently no 
approved cure for AFB except for the complete destruction of 
the colony. This is the only situation where culling is a sure 
bet in most states and in most situations. 

Knowing when to cull a diseased colony can be a bit 
distressing, particularly when you’ve never seen disease 
before. The good news, however, is most diseased colonies 
are just like any other diseased livestock. Most cases are 
easily prevented with most diseases being a fairly simple 
matter of administering a medication and/or requeening with 
resistant or hygienic stock. This approach is much simpler 
and much less destructive than culling a savable colony. So 
before you decide to cull for disease, be sure to verify the 
need beforehand. 
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HOW TO MAKE HONEY SOAP BACKYARD BEEKEEPING
backyardbeekeeping.iamcountryside.com

BY REBECCA SANDERSON

When adding honey to soap, the typical ratio is one 
teaspoon of honey per pound of oils in the soap. 
Measure out the honey beforehand and dissolve it in 
a small amount of hot distilled water. This will assure 
even distribution in the soap batter. When your soap 
batter reaches a very light trace, carefully pour in the 
dissolved honey and mix. 

Preventing Overheating
When sugars react with the lye, soap heats quickly. If 
left unchecked, overheating can cause heat tunnels, 
glycerin rivers, lye pockets, and even a soap volcano. 
Prevent overheating by mixing dissolved lye and oils at 
a lower temperature, aiming for 105 degrees 
Fahrenheit rather than 120 to 130 degrees F, and 
cooling lye water to room temperature before adding 
to oils.

False Trace
When soaping at a low temperature, be sure any 
butters or solid-at-room-temp oils are still completely 
liquid when you mix in the lye. You also risk getting a 
false trace as the butters solidify from the cooler lye 
water. 

Avoiding Gel Phase
If you don’t want to risk false trace from soaping at too 
low of a temperature, simply soap at 120 to 130 
degrees F and avoid gel phase (when it is most likely 
to overheat) by immediately placing your soap in the 
fridge or freezer as soon as you pour it in the mold. 
Gelling soap is a personal preference and doesn’t 
affect quality of the final product, but does tend to 
produce a smoother bar and brighter colors if you are 
using colorants. 

Additives
While a simple soap recipe with honey as its only ad-
ditive is not that likely to overheat unless you use too 
much honey, adding other ingredients can increase 
chances of overheating. One example is adding honey 
to milk soap: additional sugars in the milk increases 
likelihood of overheating. Some fragrance and es-
sential oils are prone to misbehaving in soap, so test 
them prior to adding them to honey soap recipes. If 
you have not made cold process soap before, make a 
few simple batches without tricky additives before 
attempting honey soap.

HONEY SOAP RECIPE 

INGREDIENTS
12.16 ounces distilled water
4.46 ounces lye
6.4 ounces coconut oil
11.20 ounces olive oil
11.20 ounces palm oil
3.2 ounces castor oil
2 teaspoons honey dissolved in a  
small amount of hot distilled water

DIRECTIONS
This recipe uses two teaspoons of honey added 
at very light trace and no fragrance or essential 
oils so it is safe for sensitive skin. Because it has 
no other additives, it should safely go through 
gel phase without complications. 
I recommend soaping at the 105 to 110 degree F 
range to prevent possible overheating. 
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BY LEAH SMITH

How to Harvest 
Bee Pollen

source, to block it from being taken into 
the hive. 

Pollen is clearly of the utmost 
importance, as a strong colony may 
collect and use 50 to 100 pounds during 
the season. Given its significance, it is 
necessary for hives to have sufficient 
reserves going into winter. For a two-
body hive, this is roughly 500 to 600 
square inches, or two to three hive 
body frames (both sides). However, in 
addition to their stored reserves, it is a 
great idea to establish strong sources 
of spring pollen; for brood-rearing 
to continue after the winter pollen 
stores are (quickly) consumed, fresh 
sources must be available to avoid any 
inhibition of early hive development.

A pollen trap basically consists of an 
entrance, some manner of grid for the 
bees to pass through, and a collecting 
box or drawer to catch the pollen 
knocked from bee pollen baskets as 
they make their way through this “tight 
squeeze.” In the past, there was concern 
of honey bee damage caused by poor 
designs — in the form of torn-off legs 
and wings. There are now many pollen 
traps available to select from (you 
can even find do-it-yourself designs). 
In considering wooden versus plastic 
traps; top-mount, bottom-mount, or 
exterior-mount designs; and removable 
versus hinged grids, don’t fail to look 
for assurances of honey bee safety!

Regardless of design, the pollen trap 
entrance must be the only one to the 
hive. If this requires a new entrance, 
establish it first and then block the 
old entrance(s). Whether you decide 
to place out traps during heavy pollen 
flows only, keep them on all summer 
and periodically remove the collecting 
grid (or prop open hinged ones), or 
select a trap designed to remove only 
50% of pollen gathered, some method 
must be used so bees get their pollen, 
too. Many keepers will follow a routine 
like confining collecting to alternating 
weeks or three-day periods.

Collected pollen for storage must 
be free of debris and rogue insects. 
Fresh pollen molds quickly, especially 

MANY A BEEKEEPER WILL 
eventually come to wonder 
how to harvest bee pollen, 

and when, and even if they should. 
What do you need to know first?

Pollen’s Purpose
Pollen is the male germ plasm of plants, 

and the principal source of protein, fatty 
substances, enzymes, minerals, and 
vitamins for honey bees, as well as a 
source of antioxidants. Its consumption is 
increased in fall and again in late winter/
spring when brood-rearing activities 
resume to build up the hive.

Though brood-rearing is stimulated 
by many factors, pollen is necessary 
for its initiation and continuation. 
Specifically, young adult workers 
consume large quantities of pollen, 
which stimulates their head glands to 
secrete royal jelly. Royal jelly is fed to 
queens their entire lifespan, and also 
to all larvae less than four days old. 
Therefore, ample pollen supplies means 

an increase in brood-rearing and, thus, 
bee populations. This means more 
foragers for nectar and pollen; more 
honey for harvesting; strong colonies 
for splits, divisions, and packages for 
sale; and better pollination services. 

To Trap or Not to Trap
There are a few reasons to learn how 

to harvest bee pollen. It is a sellable 
hive product for human consumption, 
considered one of nature’s most 
complete foods and praised as a brain 
booster, muscle builder, and mitigator 
of the ill effects of stress and anxiety. 
It is also traditionally believed to 
ease asthma and allergy symptoms. 
Collected pollen can also be stored 
for future bee consumption, to be fed 
out during low and/or critical periods. 
Additionally, it is beneficial to have a 
pollen trap in place to check (at any 
moment) how much and what kind of 
pollen is being collected or, if pesticide 
contamination is suspected of a pollen 
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in hot, humid weather. In the hive, 
pollen pellets are mixed with glandular 
secretions and capped with honey and 
wax; thus preserved, it is called bee 
bread. For the beekeeper, empty your 
traps every or every other day, storing 
it in one of a few ways. It may be dried, 
either by the sun or in a warm oven or 
dehydrator. In ovens or dehydrators, 
begin at 120 degrees Fahrenheit for an 
hour to kill yeast spores, and continue 
for 24 hours at 95 degrees F. Drying is 
complete when pollen will not crush 
or stick together when squeezed, and 
should be stored in a closed container 
at room temperature. Alternatively, 
fresh pollen pellets may be stored in a 
deep (0 degrees F) freezer or packed in 
containers mixed with white sugar at 
a ratio of one part pollen to two parts 
sugar by weight. These methods clearly 
require different levels of preparation, 
complication, and cost, with your 
ultimate use for the pollen factoring 
into the method used.

Planting for Pollen
Now you know how to harvest 

pollen. However, an important step 
— one that should come first — is 
to provide your honey bees with a 
diversity of pollen sources. All pollen 
is not created equal; protein content 
can range from 8 to 40%, 20 being the 
minimum required to be of value. Many 
pollens are of an insufficient quality. 
Even a single source of high-quality 
(high protein) is not ideal for many 
reasons. No plant will bloom for the 
entire foraging season. Weather patterns 
will not favor it every year — disastrous 
during a poor year. Also, even the best 
of pollens are not likely to have all 
the required nutrition, with shortages 
leading to colony stress and decline. 
The Xerces Society recommends an 
optimum environment of 12 to 20 
species of blooming plants with at 
least three blooming at any single time, 
creating in total the longest foraging 
season possible.  

There are many approaches to 
diversifying your pollen sources. As 
mentioned, you want to span as much 
of the year as possible. Redbud, winter 
honeysuckle, and any willow, especially 

pussy willow, are often the earliest 
spring sources. Flowering bulbs like 
crocus, snowdrop, and Siberian squill 
are also valuable; their pollen is colorful 
as well, being yellow, red/orange, and 
blue (respectively). To provide pollen 
into the late autumn, offer fall-fruiting 
red raspberries, goldenrod, sunflowers, 
and cosmos for bees to visit.

Achieving a diversity of pollens is 
helped by planting in a diversity of 
conditions, and will also lead to greater 
plant populations overall by utilizing 
more land. Spiderwort, wingstem, and 
the shrub inkberry grow well in damp, 
shady areas. Dry ground can be filled 
with prairie clover or wood mint.

Another approach is to opt for variety 
in terms of plant family and pollen color 
(and therefore nutrients). The greys 
of German bearded iris and borage; 
greens of buckwheat, meadowsweet, 
and rosebay willow herb; oranges of 
asparagus and native cherry (such as 
black cherry or chokecherry); burgundy 
hues of white and red clover; and purple 
of phacelia offer both diversities.

You can also create variety by 
utilizing a variety of planting situations. 
For example:

☛ Plant hedgerows or perennial
insectary strips with spring-blooming 
trees such as maple, oak, or native 
cherry; shrubs like American hazel, 
manzanita, and the excessively-
flowered hebe; and partial shade-
tolerant hyssops and beebalms.

☛ Establish windbreaks of early
spring sources like Siberian pea shrub, 
pussy willow, and Nanking cherry.

☛ Plant living mulches of the
tenacious crimson clover, resilient 
white clover, and shade-tolerant 
cowpea.

☛ For ground covers or erosion
control, use heather, kinnikinnick (also 
called bearberry), or mother of thyme.

☛ Ornamental landscaping offers
opportunities, too. Lupines and 
coneflowers are excellent pollen 
producers, as are most of the vining 

clematis and the late-summer stonecrops.

☛ Annual insectary strips make use
of many flowers with low-cost, easily 
gathered seed, including poppies, 
cornflowers, sunflowers, and cosmos. 
These options possess open, flat 
flowers, easily accessed and therefore 
speedily worked by bees.

☛ Cover crops that are allowed to
flower will benefit honey bees as well 
as the soil. Exceptionally good pollen 
sources include sainfoin, mustard, 
and the clovers; you will find there is 
a clover that fits every soil type and 
growing condition.

☛ Orchards are advantageous
locations for honey bee hives that 
benefit both the trees and the bees. 
Fruit trees such as plums, cherries, 
and peaches are simply loaded with 
blossoms, while apples have fewer 
blossoms but very valuable pollen. 
Populating your understory with 
currants, gooseberries, and black 
raspberries provides more pollen still.

Remember that many plants 
mentioned here have “horticultural 
hybrid” varieties. From weeping 
willows to speciality sunflowers, 
they have been selectively bred for 
commercial traits and often lack 
pollinator rewards. Selecting varieties 
that are long-established, native, or 
used for naturalizing is key. Now that 
you know how to harvest bee pollen, 
happy gathering — and planting! 

LEAH SMITH is a freelance 
writer and home and market 
gardener.  She works on her 
family’s farm in mid-Michigan 
called Nodding Thistle 
(certified organic 1984-
2009, principally by Organic 
Growers of Michigan).  A 
graduate of Michigan State 
University, she can be reached 
at noddingthistle@gmail.com.
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BY ANITA B. STONE

FERAL HONEY BEES

IF YOU THINK A BEE IS A BEE and that’s all there is to 
it, think again. There is another category of bees out there 
known as feral bees that are not frequently considered by 

the non-beekeeping public.
Bees, in general, can be roughly classified into three large 

groups: wild native bee species, managed bee colonies as 
European honey bees, and feral bees. This latter category 
specifically refers to honey bees that "escape" the apiary 
domestication and form hives in the wild, surviving without 
human support. 

This group of bees, the feral bees, have recently come 
under some scientific scrutiny due both to the overall 
alarming decline in pollinator numbers and the drastic effect 
that diseases and parasites have on the managed honey bee 
industry.

Apiary hive losses have caused consternation within the 
beekeeping community as well as for the farmers who depend 
on bees for their crop viability and production. Managed 
honey bees are susceptible to several particularly devastating 
mite infestations that can transmit harmful viruses causing 
death of a colony. Although some apiaries achieve acceptable 
honey production levels without the use of pesticides, most 
beekeepers rely on the use of insecticides to control mite 
numbers. 

Some feral bee colonies have survived multiple winters 

without such intervention or supplemental winter feeding. 
So, how can this be? How can honey bees manage to collect 
and store enough honey to survive winter temperatures 
without any human support, a task even for managed bees?

Feral bees live on their own in burrows and other protected 
areas. They may build their nests in tree hollows or make 
free-hanging nests high in trees. A five-foot hanging comb 
was discovered in a tree hollow, apparently left by a failed 
feral colony. This comb has since been removed and now 
resides in the R.M. Bohart Museum of Entomology at the 
University of California-Davis.

Researchers Benjamin Rutschmann and Julius Maximilians 
of The University of Wurtzburg, Bavaria, found that 17 of 29 
wild honey bee colonies in Spain nesting in hollow electric 
poles had survived, “even though they had neither been fed or 
treated for parasites.” Research regarding feral bee survival 
outside of protected environments produced interesting 
results and speculation. 

Research has shown that the total yield of fruit from 
apple trees increased when feral bees pollinated them, as 
opposed to pollination by their domestic counterparts. In 
their foraging behavior, the domestic honey bees sought 
out orchard areas with the largest flower clusters while the 
feral bees pollinated equally across the orchard, eventually 
producing a higher apple yield and better quality of fruit. 
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Dr. Margarita Lopez-Uribe, Assistant Professor of 
Entomology at The University of Pennsylvania, and her 
colleagues studied feral bee colonies in North Carolina. They 
discovered that the two groups of bees, feral and domestic, 
carried different levels of immune gene expression. She 
found that the feral bees elicited a stronger immune response 
to high levels of some viruses. They tolerate the virus without 
falling victim to parasitic mite syndrome. 

This ongoing research focuses on the importance 
of pollinators, both native and domestic. As the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture puts it, “Bees have a staggeringly 
important impact on the quality and quantity of produce in 
the United States.” 

Since use of pesticides creates additional unintended 
problems, including stress on bees and beekeepers alike, 
examining and applying the survival adaptations found in feral 
bees could help our honey bees remain healthy and productive. 

There is a movement in the industry to bring back some of 
these missing bees that may still exist in isolated populations. 
In doing so, conservationists hope to introduce some of the 
feral bee’s natural abilities to overcome disease. 

Bees, in general, can be 
roughly classified into three 

large groups: wild native 
bee species, managed bee 

colonies as European honey 
bees, and feral bees. 

ANITA B. STONE is an eco-friendly journalist who nourishes her traditional habit of nature and horticulture. Her love 
of the land and passion for teaching at the local community college and at senior retirement centers fills her time. 
She is always searching for new methods of improving the environment, growing food to benefit people, domestic 
animals, and wildlife. She is an author and Master Gardener in North Carolina, teaching others how to farm sensibly, 
making life easier and fulfilling, and admits she will always stay young-at-heart, just like her grandchildren.

Order today! 
Call 970-392-4419 or  
visit Shop.IAmCountryside.com
Promo code: MBYPAMZ1

Discover the Healing 
Properties of Honey!
Taking medicine just got a whole lot sweeter! With Sweet Remedies, readers will 
learn methods for making electuaries in their home kitchens, using recipes that 
range from Ache Ease and Sleep Well to Heartful and Calcium for Kids. They’ll 
find instructions for making simple honey infusions, oxymels (a combination of 
herbs, honey, and vinegar), and creative recipes that put a daily dose of healing in 
everyday foods by using herbal honeys. 

Item #9386   |  $19.95
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LOOKING FOR WAYS TO 
ENJOY YOUR recent honey 
harvest? Get in on the trend of 

artisanal drinks and find your perfect 
patio partner. 

As a natural sweetener with flavor 
notes that go way beyond bland sugar, 
honey is a great partner with herbs, 
juices, and spirits. Whether you opt 
for a traditional pairing of honey with 
lemon (as in the old Prohibition classic, 
the Bee’s Knees) or try an updated 
cosmo with honey and rosemary, there’s 
a sipper out there for everyone. And if 
you’re eschewing alcohol, honey is a 
sophisticated partner with fruit juices, 
herbs, and teas. 

For most drinks, honey is too thick to 
use undiluted, so make a honey simple 
syrup by combining it with water in 
a 1:1 ratio (one-half cup of each will 
make a good amount of syrup). Gently 
warm the combination in a saucepan 
until the honey dissolves; alternatively, 
you can combine the honey with hot 
(not boiling) water. Stir to thoroughly 
blend, and then let cool. Avoid bringing 
the solution to a boil as this may change 
the taste of the honey. The honey syrup 
will keep in the refrigerator for up to 
one month.  

The Bee’s Knees
Back in the 1920s, “the bee’s knees” 

was a phrase used to describe anything 
terrific or awesome, and this cocktail 
manages to be that with just three 
ingredients. 

2 ounces gin
¾ ounce freshly squeezed lemon juice
½ ounce honey syrup

Pour all the ingredients over ice in a 
cocktail shaker, and shake well. Strain 
into a chilled coupe glass.

Citrus and Honey Cosmo
The pairing of citrus and honey adds 

luster and complexity to the classic 
cosmopolitan while the rosemary adds 
a fresh herbal note. 

1 lime wedge
1 sprig of rosemary
1 ounce honey (Note: here, it’s okay to 
use straight honey as it is a muddling 
ingredient)
1 ½ ounces vodka
¾ ounce grapefruit juice (preferably red) 
¾ ounce cranberry juice

Muddle the rosemary sprig, lime 
wedge, and honey in a cocktail shaker.  
Add the fruit juices and vodka and 
shake well. Strain the liquid into a 
cocktail glass and garnish with another 
sprig of rosemary. (Adapted from 
liquor.com, Kelly Magyarics.)

It’s Fall, Y’all
This is a refreshing drink when fall 

is in the air, but the evenings are still 
long and warm. The combo of apple and 
nutmeg is classic, but not as heavy — or 
as sweet — as full-on pumpkin spice. 
Nutmeg is a piquant spice and stronger 
than most people think, so use sparingly. 
Freshly grated would be an added bonus.

1 ounce Calvados or applejack
¾ ounce fresh orange juice
¼ ounce fresh lemon juice
½ ounce honey simple syrup (or to taste) 
Pinch of nutmeg
3 ounces prosecco or other sparkling wine

Combine Calvados, citrus juices, honey 
syrup and nutmeg in a shaker. Shake until 
well combined and strain into a flute. 
Top with the prosecco and garnish with 
orange peel or a maraschino cherry. 

BY KIRSTEN MACDISSI

How Sweet It Is
HONEY COCKTAILS 

AND MOCKTAILS
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The Land of Milk and Honey
Bourbon and honey have long been 

compatible flavor mates. But instead 
of cutting the richness with lemon or 
orange, this drink leans into warm and 
cozy flavors —  and then puts them on 
ice. It’s perfect for early fall, but would 
taste pretty good in winter next to a 
roaring fire, too.

1 ½ ounces bourbon
¼ ounce crème de cacao
¼ ounce salted caramel liqueur 
½ ounce honey syrup
1 ounce half and half
2 ounces cold brew coffee

Combine all ingredients in a shaker 
with ice and shake to chill. Strain and 
pour over crushed ice. Garnish with 
unsweetened cocoa powder. (Adapted 
from Imbibe magazine, Nick Brown.) 

Serious Mocktails:
Hot honey as a condiment and 

ingredient is showing up everywhere, 
and for good reason: that combo of 
sweet and hot is seriously good. It was 
only a matter of time before hot honey 
added its flavor bomb to drinks, both 
alcoholic and non-alcoholic. 

There are a couple of easy ways to 
make a hot honey simple syrup, but in 
general, the recipes call for a little more 
honey, a little less water. The extra 
sweetness helps to balance the heat.  
And save the ghost peppers for a jerk 
sauce or big batch of chili. You want 
subtle heat for a drink you can sip and 
enjoy, not a head-on-fire heat that wipes 
out other flavors.

For a rich hot honey syrup, combine 
in a saucepan 2/3 cup honey, 1/3 cup 
water, and one sliced-open, fresh 
jalapeno, or small, dried chili pequin. 
Warm gently until honey dissolves 
into the water. Remove from heat and 
let stand about 15 minutes. Strain out 
the pepper and seeds. That’s it. An 
alternative (and even easier) version: 
substitute 1 teaspoon Tabasco or other 
hot sauce for the pepper. Some people 
like the extra hit of tartness that comes 
from the vinegar in the hot sauce. 

Sonoran Sunrise
2 ounces mango juice
½ ounce pomegranate juice
½ ounce hot honey syrup
Tonic water
Lime wedge

Combine mango juice and hot 
honey syrup. Pour over ice and add 
pomegranate juice.  Top with tonic 
water. Garnish with lime wedge. 

Hot Honey Mojito Mocktail
1 ½ ounces hot honey syrup
1 ounce lime juice, freshly squeezed
5 or 6 mint leaves
Club soda

Muddle the mint leaves in a rocks 
glass. Add ice to taste. Add lime juice 
and honey syrup and fill glass with 
club soda. Garnish with a lime wedge. 
(Recipe from "Trendgredient.")

Tea-based drinks are another 
strong trend in mocktails. Refreshing, 
astringent, chockful of healthy 
antioxidants, teas are a great alternative 
if you’re cutting back your alcohol 
consumption. 

KIRSTEN MACDISSI is a 
former high school English 
teacher and adjunct, and 
current freelancer, beekeeper, 
and gardener. When not 
writing or checking hives, she 
is pulling weeds, kvetching 
about Nebraska weather and 
swapping books with her 
large extended family.

Not Your Granny’s Sweet Tea
1 ¼ quarts boiling water
4 teaspoons loose tea leaves or 5 
regular-sized tea bags
5 whole cloves
1 ½ cups pineapple juice
¼ cup lime juice
½ cup honey (not honey syrup)

Pour boiling water over tea 
and cloves. Steep for 5 minutes 
and strain. Add honey and stir to 
dissolve. Add fruit juices and chill. 
Serve over ice. 
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A Sweet Treat: Beeswax

BEESWAX, AS MOST PEOPLE KNOW, is the 
only wax found in nature. Of all the thousands of 
commercial, industrial, pharmaceutical, and cosmetic 

uses for beeswax, one of the most underestimated is its 
edibility. Yes, honeycomb can be eaten. In fact, it’s likely in 
more foods than you think. And no, it’s not digestible.

Beeswax has a complicated chemical makeup with 
almost 300 natural compounds, including fatty-acid esters, 
hydrocarbons, diesters, triesters, acid polyesters, even a bit 
of alcohol. But physiologically speaking, beeswax is inert 
and does not interact with the human digestive system, so it 
passes through the body unaltered. 

For this reason (inertness), beeswax has a number of food-
related uses. Substances dissolved or encapsulated in wax are 
released slowly. Some people also chew the wax as a kind 
of gum. It can also be used as a thickener or bonding agent 
for candies such as jelly beans or gummy bears. Because 
natural ingredients are so popular, many items from licorice 
to cheese to gum will proudly list beeswax as an ingredient. 
Chefs often use beeswax in cooking because of its beautiful 
sheen and subtle honey undertones. It is frequently used as a 
glaze for candies, pastries, hams, and turkeys.

In foods and beverages, white beeswax and “beeswax 
absolute” (yellow beeswax treated with alcohol) are used as 
stiffening agents. (For obvious reasons, any attempt to create 
homemade consumable products should use 100% pure 
food grade wax.) Because beeswax has been shown to have 
antimicrobial properties against a number of bacteria and fungi, 
it is often used as a wax cover for fermented foods and cheeses.

When taken as a food or medicine, beeswax is considered 
“likely safe,” with the exception of the rare instances where 
people may have an allergic reaction. As one beekeeper 
cautioned, “While anyone can be allergic to almost anything, 
it is rare for consumption of beeswax in moderate quantities to 
be unhealthy.” Neither honey nor honeycomb should be given 
to infants under a year old (because their immune systems 
aren’t fully developed), and anyone whose immune system is 
compromised should also forego both honey and honeycomb.

All sorts of health claims have been made about consuming 
honeycomb. When ingested, beeswax may be effective in 
inhibiting the growth of certain bacteria and help protect 
the stomach from ulcers caused by non-steroidal anti-
inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs). It may also contribute to 
higher metabolism, reduce bad cholesterol, lower the risk of 
infection, and provide a health boost to the heart and liver. 
Honeycomb is rich in carbohydrates and antioxidants, and 
contains trace amounts of several other nutrients.

Yet other sources say beeswax has no benefit when 
consumed directly because it is inert in the body. Whatever 
claims may exist — about relieving pain, lowering 
cholesterol, reducing swelling, or being used as a treatment 
for ulcers, hiccups, and diarrhea — it's important to realize 
these claims have not been scientifically verified.

Still, except for those with allergies, eating honeycomb 
seems harmless enough. However, beeswax should 
be consumed in moderation. If you eat too much — 
literally stuffing your gut with wax — the result will be 
gastrointestinal distress. Fortunately, this isn’t common.

Because natural 
ingredients are so popular, 
many items from licorice 

to cheese to gum will 
proudly list beeswax as an 

ingredient. 
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Just like honey, honeycomb can vary in taste depending 
on which flowers the bees visited to produce nectar. 
Honeycomb is often consumed along with the honey it comes 
with, but there are also ambrosial pairings that enhance the 
taste. Popular combinations are honeycomb and cheese, 
honeycomb and chocolate, and honeycomb on toast.

By far the oldest and (by some accounts) the best way to 
eat beeswax is when it's filled with honey straight from the 
hive. The taste of honey cells “exploding” across the taste 
buds is a divine treat.

Less common is to have beeswax incorporated into a 
recipe, either directly or indirectly. Aside from waxing 
cheeses, some enterprising chefs (both pastry chefs and 
savory chefs) have discovered ways to incorporate beeswax 
into food products.

Beeswax has the ability to lock out moisture and keep 
pastry crisp, a quality that pastry chefs can use to their 
advantage. One dish calls for cake to be frozen, then sliced 
thin. The slivers are crisped in the oven, then, a tiny amount 
of beeswax is zested over the top. This is then heated in the 
oven again, just enough to render the beeswax into a stable, 
crunchy garnish with subtle overtones.

A molded French dessert called canelé uses one part 
molten beeswax mixed with two parts clarified butter to 
grease the canelé molds. This mixture makes the finished 
pastry shell shiny, crunchy, and has a delicate honey flavor 
prized by gourmands.

Pastry chefs have grated beeswax over warm tart shells not 
only to maintain their crumb, but to allow almond slivers or 
other topping to adhere. Other uses include layering beeswax 
into honey-based dishes to reinforce the flavor.

Savory uses for beeswax are less common which is why the 
technique developed by an Austrian chef is so unique: He cooks 
fish in molten beeswax which provides a gentle, even heat and 
infuses aromatic overtones to the fish. After cooking, he scrapes 
away the wax and plates the hot fish with beeswax-infused 
carrot juice jelly, lime sour cream, and other savory garnishes.

Not to be outdone in creativity, cocktail establishments are 
incorporating not just honey, but actual beeswax into their 
alcoholic drinks. Using some pioneering techniques, several 
well-known watering holes now include beeswax-infused 
drinks on their menus.

One eye-watering punch mix is created with various types 
of rum, fish sauce sherbet, peach leaf, lemon, and soda, then 
bottled in a beeswax-lined bottle. Beeswax is said to lend 
flavor and textural elements to the cocktails, and enthusiasts 
wax eloquent about the “aromatics” and “brighter tropical 
notes” and “complexity” of the resulting beverages.

Beeswax-infused bourbon is another drink growing in 
popularity, especially for cold-weather drinks. It is created 
using a precise cooking technique called “sous vide.” 
Beeswax pellets are added to bourbon and infused at a 
precise 163 degrees Fahrenheit for 2.5 hours. The beeswax 
softens the bourbon and brings a honeyed characteristic to 
the spirit, pulling out the leathery and savory earthy notes. It 
is then is used to build cocktails.

Similar techniques are used to make beeswax gin and 
scotch. All these infused spirits are often stored in beeswax-
lined bottles. The main purpose of the beeswax is to add a 
texture to the drink that wouldn’t otherwise be there as well 
as adding some floral top notes.

All these creative applications of beeswax into foods and 
beverages demonstrate that one of the most ancient culinary 
treats on the planet is still working to captivate the palates of 
modern-day gourmets.  

PATRICE LEWIS is a wife, mother, homesteader, 
homeschooler, author, blogger, columnist, 
and speaker. An advocate of simple living and 
selfsufficiency, she has practiced and written about 
self-reliance and preparedness for almost 30 years. 
She is experienced in homestead animal husbandry 
and small-scale dairy production, food preservation 
and canning, country relocation, home-based 
businesses, homeschooling, personal money 
management, and food self-sufficiency. Follow 
her website http://www.patricelewis.com/ or blog 
http://www.rural-revolution.com/

Caneles.

Beeswax, processed into pastilles for easier use.
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BY HANNAH MCCLURE

HONEY 
PEANUT 
BUTTER 
COOKIES

RAW HONEY HAS QUICKLY become one of my 
favorite sweet treats and herbal remedies. From the 
process of installing a new hive to harvesting the 

honey and all that falls between, it's easy to fall in love with 
not only the process, but the honey. Of course, learning 
how to use honey in place of refined sugars takes a little 
time. However, these peanut butter cookies are a great treat 
made with honey and chocolate for a flavor burst twist on a 
classic cookie. You can leave out the chocolate morsels for a 
traditional peanut butter cookie, but trust me, the chocolate 
morsels make this nutty cookie a little extra yummy!

Let's Bake!
1 stick plus 2 tablespoons softened butter
1 cup peanut butter 
1 cup raw honey
2 eggs
2¼ cups unbleached all-purpose flour  (to convert to gluten-
free, use 2¼ cups, 1 to 1 gluten-free baking flour)
1 teaspoon baking soda
1 tablespoon ground flaxseed
1 teaspoon vanilla extract 
½ cup semi-sweet chocolate morsels

• In a medium bowl, mix softened butter until smooth and
creamy.

• Add in honey, eggs, and vanilla extract and mix until
blended.

• Add the remaining dry ingredients and mix until well
blended.

• Hand-stir in chocolate morsels.

• Bake tablespoon-sized cookie dough balls on a parchment
paper-lined baking sheet at 350 degrees Fahrenheit for 7 to 8
minutes.

• Allow to cool before enjoying this delicious treat.

HANNAH MCCLURE is an old soul homemaker and 
mother of four from Ohio. Gardening, keeping bees, 
sewing, raising chickens/seasonal hogs, and baking/
cooking from scratch are a few things she enjoys 
in her homemaking. Always learning and always 
chasing her littles. Find Hannah on Instagram  
@muddyoakhennhouse.
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CoCoCoCoCoCoCoCoCoCoCoCoCoCoCoCoCoCoCoCo SUSTAINABLE, 
BEE-FRIENDLY 
TECHNIQUES 
TO HELP YOUR HIVES

Survive AND Thrive

Order by calling 970-392-4419 or 

visiting Shop.IAmCountryside.com
Promo code: MBYPAMZ1

Price does not include shipping and handling.

With Common Sense Natural Beekeeping, learn to 
keep bees sustainably with limited chemical or human 
intervention.

Today’s bees face unprecedented challenges. Chemical 
treatments for pests like the ubiquitous and deadly 
varroa mite have become standard, even as resistance 
to such treatments grows, and evidence suggests the 
chemical treatments themselves are contributing to the 
widely discussed Colony Collapse Disorder.

Common Sense Natural Beekeeping offers beekeepers 
a different choice. Based on expert advice from Kim 
Flottum, editor emeritus of Bee Culture magazine and 
best-selling author of The Backyard Beekeeper, this book 
teaches holistic, sensible alternatives to conventional apiary 
practices and includes:

• Lessons from the way bees live in the wild
• Management strategies that respect the natural intelligence

of the bee
• Hive design elements that promote colony health and

resilience
• Case studies highlighting successful natural beekeepers from

around the world

Beekeepers today have myriad choices to make that affect 
their bees' health and productivity. From housing to nutrition, 
including pests and diseases, Common Sense Natural Beekeeping
introduces sustainable alternatives for natural hive management.

Item #11337     $24.99

BYB_Common_Sense_Natural_Beekeeping_FULL.indd   1BYB_Common_Sense_Natural_Beekeeping_FULL.indd   1 8/2/22   8:58 AM8/2/22   8:58 AM
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BY PATRICE LEWIS

MEAD: 
The Ancient Elixir

IF YOU WANT TO DRINK A bit of 
history, have a glass of mead. You’ll 
be consuming what may possibly 

be the oldest alcoholic beverage on 
the planet, dating back 9,000 years or 
more. Modern versions of mead-making 
approach the subject with a bit more 
scientific accuracy, offering a sublime 
product unknown to ancient cultures.

There are literally hundreds of 
different recipes and processes for 
making mead; however, there are 
ingredients, equipment, steps, and 

potential mistakes common to all.

Ingredients
The ingredients common to all mead 

recipes are honey (duh!), water, and 
yeast. The honey is best if it’s raw 
and unprocessed. The water must be 
distilled or at least without chlorine. 
Different yeasts will give different 
results — people have used yeasts for 
white wine, champagne, red wine, even 
bread. Beyond this, there are endless 
spices, herbs, fruits, and flavorings 

which can personalize mead toward 
individual tastes and preferences.

Additionally, brewers often use 
yeast energizers, yeast nutrients, and 
chemical stabilizers such as potassium 
metabisulfite or potassium sorbate.

Equipment
Basic brewing kits are available in 

specialty stores or online, or can be 
assembled piecemeal. They consist of:

• A container (bucket or carboy)
outfitted with an airlock to release 
gasses during fermentation and prevent 
outside contamination.

• A hydrometer, which measures
ABV (alcohol by volume), to indicate 
whether the batch is still fermenting.

• A siphon, which allows the transfer
of liquid without disturbing the 
sediment at the bottom.

• Bottling equipment (bottles, capper,
corks, etc.).

If you want to drink a bit of history, 
have a glass of mead. You’ll be 

consuming what may possibly be the 
oldest alcoholic beverage on the planet, 

dating back 9,000 years or more. 
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Steps
There are various processes that 

can tweak the final product, but the 
common steps are:

• Brewing the “must,” a mixture
of honey and water. This is the stage 
when fruits, herbs, or spices are added. 
The mixture is brought to a boil, then 
cooled. Often a sludge (called “lees”) 
will float to the top which should be 
skimmed off.

• Pour the must into the fermentation
bucket, and allow it to come to room 
temperature before adding the yeast.

• Add the yeast and any yeast
nutrients.

• Use the hydrometer to check the
specific gravity of the must, which 
indicates the potential alcohol content 
of the finished mead.

• Fermenting. This takes about two
weeks.

• Ripening. After “racking”
(siphoning) the mixture into the carboy 
and securing it with a bung and airlock, 
the unripe mead should be stored in 
a cool, dark place for anywhere from 
weeks to months. Several times during 
this ripening process, the mead should 
be siphoned to a different (sterilized) 
container to separate the mead from the 
collected sediment.

• Checking the ABV (alcohol by
volume). Dry mead will read 0.099 to 
1.006. Medium mead will read between 
1.006 to 1.015. Sweet mead will fall 
between 1.012 to 1.020. Anywhere 
past 1.02 is considered a very sweet 
dessert mead. Using campden tablets 
or potassium sorbate will stop the 
fermentation process at the desired 
alcohol content and sweetness.

• Bottling. Decant the mead into
sterilized bottles and cap. Store the 
mead in a cool, dark place.

Mistakes Happen
While mead is one of the easiest 

homebrews to make, mistakes can 
happen. Here are some common errors:

• Not sterilizing equipment. Unsterile
equipment can result in outside 
contamination that can alter or ruin a 
batch.

• Racking too early. Siphoning the
mead into a carboy before fermentation 
has finished is pointless. Use the 
hydrometer!

• Bottling too early. If fermentation
isn’t finished, the result can be “bombs” 
after bottling, when bottles will 
explode.

• Using inappropriate bottles. Wine
corkers or cappers can be pricey, but 
using cheap alternatives reduce the 
shelf-life of the mead, and increase the 
risk of oxidation (which can spoil mead 
long before its time).

• Too much headspace. Extra air will
oxidize the mead. Fill bottles up to the 
neck to avoid oxidation during aging 
(ripening).

• Aging (ripening) the mead in a
bucket or other container with a large 
surface area may ruin a batch, either by 
oxidation or turning it into vinegar.

• Lack of nutrients (the main reason
fermentation stalls). Honey doesn’t 

have as much “yeast assimilable 
nitrogen” (YAN) compared to wine 
grapes, so it’s helpful to feed the yeast.

• Skimping on proper equipment.
For example, a racking cane and 
siphon will transfer the mead 
properly. Never transfer the mead by 
pouring (including pouring through 
a cheesecloth to filter it) — this just 
oxidizes the liquid.

• If you add fruit to the must, don’t
boil or cook the fruit in advance. This 
can ruin the flavor and make it taste 
artificial.

• Using chlorinated tap water. Make
sure the water is distilled and chlorine-
free.

Despite these warnings, mead is 
a very forgiving beverage. If your 
hives produce extra honey this year, 
make some mead — then toast the 
hardworking bees that make this 
incredible brew possible.  

People have used yeasts for white 
wine, champagne, red wine, even 

bread. Beyond this, there are endless 
spices, herbs, fruits, and flavorings 
which can personalize mead toward 
individual tastes and preferences.
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IN THESE DAYS OF “FAKE” EVERYTHING, we 
should have expected fake honey! But what exactly is it 
and how does it affect the honey industry?

Honey is the third most “faked” food out there, right after 
milk and olive oil, according to the Decernis management 
compliance company.

Honey adulteration is a big problem. Why is it done? 
Profit — pure and simple — and it’s not a new thing, either. 
Concerns about honey adulteration and use of deceptive 
practices date back as early as 2010.

An article back in 2011 caused a huge backlash by 
claiming that up to 75% of all honey sold in supermarkets 
and other outlets was an “altered product.” And adulteration 
continues today.

Imported honey is supposed to be tested for purity of 
product, but the FDA is woefully undermanned and it is 
estimated that only around 5% of all imported honey is 
actually tested. To make matters more confusing, they only 
issue guidelines, not regulations, on honey. 

The U.S. is not the only country to have this issue. In 2018, 
Australia’s top honey producer was accused of adulterating 
their product. Europe has also had its share of honey 
scandals, too.

In order to verify the source of a particular batch of 
honey, testers take a very small sample and look for pollen 
residue. They can also test pesticide residue and/or other 
contaminants.

Many backyard beekeepers filter their honey through a 
sieve to remove any debris such as insect particles or other 
imperfections. This process removes most, if not all pollen, 
so the actual source cannot be verified. If you require your 
honey to be tested, you must send an unfiltered sample.

A practice known as “ultra-filtration” passes off inferior or 
contaminated honey as pure. This method removes all pollen 
from the honey, making it impossible to source the honey 
origin.

Certain countries such as China, Thailand, and India 
have shipped contaminated honey to the U.S. and Europe. 
This honey has been found to contain pesticides (especially 
neonicotinoids), miticide residue, and heavy metal 
contamination, making it unsafe for human consumption. 
As a consequence, honey imports from these countries were 
banned.

Enter ultra-filtration. The contaminated honey is now 
filtered, sent on a deliberately convoluted route of import, 
and enters a country falsely labeled from a different country. 
If tests pick up no apparent contamination, it remains 
contaminated.

Thinning — mixing real honey with another sugar syrup 
— is common. These syrups, sourced from sugar cane, corn, 
or rice, are easier and cheaper to produce than real honey. 
This obviously creates more product and therefore more 
money for the producer.

IS IT REALLY 
HONEY?

BY SUE NORRIS
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It is not illegal to sell these blends, but it is illegal to 
pass them off as honey, and any additives must be listed on 
the label. Testing for these blends is expensive and time-
consuming.

These practices cast suspicion over the entire honey 
industry, the vast majority of whom are innocent and 
rightfully angered by the lack of oversight.

Beekeepers have taken to other avenues such as queen-
rearing to improve their income. Others have simply left as it 
has become so difficult to carve out a living.

Fake honey undercuts pricing of genuine honey. 
Consumers may perceive true honey as expensive and turn 
to cheaper honey blends, especially in economically tough 

SUE NORRIS was born and raised in the UK. She 
traveled around the world as a registered nurse 
and settled in New York state with her partner 
about 25 years ago. She currently lives on 15 rural 
acres with 40-ish chickens, four rabbits, two dogs, 
three cats, and assorted wildlife. Sue is happily 
retired and enjoying the serenity.

REFERENCES
• https://www.foodsafetynews.com/2011/11/tests-show-most-store-honey-isnt-honey/
• https://www.insider.com/fake-honey-problems-how-it-works-2020-9
• https://www.beeculture.com/filtering-honey-almost-every-filter-removes-pollen/
• https://theconversation.com/what-is-fake-honey-and-why-didnt-the-official-tests-pick-it-up-102573
• https://www.fda.gov/files/food/published/PDF---Guidance-for-Industry--Proper-Labeling-of-Honey-and-Honey-Products.pdf
• https://www.stayhometakecare.com/worst-honey-brands-to-avoid/

times. The fake honey producers can undercut true prices by 
as much as 50%.

If you are a small, localized producer, you likely have 
your own group of loyal customers who are happy with your 
product.  

Enjoy mesmerizing photography and extensive, cutting-edge commentary!
Get an insider’s view of the bee colony’s workings — with 

mesmerizing photography and extensive, cutting-edge commentary.

� e Beeing covers all aspects of bees’ lives: physiology, colony organization,
foraging strategies, nest architecture, bee intelligence, reproduction, and 
much more. Discover the most up-to-date knowledge on the functioning of 
the colony, insights into beekeeping practices, and the challenges bees face 
today — all written in an easy-to-understand non-technical language.

� is amazing celebration of bees and their mysteries are brought to you by
the world-renowned honey bee photographer Eric Tourneret (Honey from 
the Earth), the eminent bee scientist Jürgen Tautz (The Buzz about Bees: 
Biology of a Superorganism), and writer Sylla de Saint Pierre.

� e French original has become a massive bestseller in Europe. Now
enjoy the English version, masterfully translated and edited, and featured 
in American Bee Journal. You won’t be disappointed!

Item #11365  |    $49.95

Promotion code: MBYPAMZ1

Price does not include shipping and handling. 

Order Today!
Call 970-392-4419, or visit 
Shop.IAmCountryside.com
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An Encyclopedia For Naturally 
Healthy Skin
Wild and Beautiful is a skincare field guide 
packed with a wealth of information! Learn 
how to incorporate herbs and essential oils 
into your DIY body care projects so you 
can feel vibrant from the inside out. This 
botanical guide is full of intriguing body 
care recipes such as aromatherapy blends, 
soap making, moisturizers, and more unique 
products such as toothpaste, deodorant, and 
sunscreen. Peppered with bits of wisdom, 
Wild and Beautiful is sure to inspire every 
natural bath and body care enthusiast.

Item #11492    $17.99

An Excellent Resource 
for Herbal Body Care

Order today by calling 970-392-4419 or 
visiting Shop.IAmCountryside.com
Promo code: MBYPAMZ1
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BY PATRICE LEWIS

WHEN ART AND 
SCIENCE MESH

The Fusion World of Barrett Klein

THOSE WHO MESH TOGETHER both art and science 
are a decidedly rare breed. For Dr. Barrett Klein, 
what started as a boyhood interest in bugs went to a 

whole new level. Today, he is a professor of biology at the 
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse, where his passion for 
entomology is only equaled by his passion for art (www.
pupating.org).

Art runs in Dr. Klein’s blood. “My father and mother 
owned an art gallery for 40 years,” he says, “and my mother 
is an artist whose work brilliantly incorporates nature. Art 
was both familiar and promoted when my siblings and I were 
growing up. Entomophilia (love of insects) came later, at age 
five. Blending the two seemed only natural. I raised insects 
indoors and my mother would include them in her work. 
Applying to college, I was torn between pursuing entomology 
or art, so I chose an entomology major, but complemented 
this science track with art classes.”

Dr. Klein uses a variety of media in his art. “I love to draw 
with pen and ink and colored pencils,” he notes. “I also love 
to use mixed media when sculpting. I have recently begun 
experimenting with insect products — beeswax, shellac, 
cochineal, silk, and wasp nest paper.”

As a scientist, Dr. Klein’s skills in artistic expression have 
an extremely practical use. “I’ve had opportunities to create 
scientific illustrations and enjoy esthetically enhancing my 
own science using illustrations or imaging techniques that I 
find beautiful,” he says. “It becomes challenging to carve out 
time to create art separate from my research; but when I do, it 
almost invariably involves insects.”

Since he’s not motivated to sell his art, Dr. Klein doesn’t 
market what he creates. “Thankfully, I have the luxury of 
surviving as a professor and scientist, so I don’t have to 
depend on selling my works.”

But the need for artistic depictions with scientific accuracy 
is great. Dr. Klein has worked on insect art for scientific 
publications, educational outreach, and museum exhibits 
across the world. One of his favorite stories involved creating 
insect models for the American Museum of Natural History 
in New York City. “I had the opportunity to position the 
models in the Hall of Biodiversity forest diorama using a Photo credit: Dr. Barrett Klein.
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cherry picker, alone and late at night,” he recalls. “With 
no one to stop me, I drilled holes and affixed some models 
escaping the forest — on the ceiling, a fly across the hall, 
that kind of thing. Once the diorama was finished and the 
Hall of Biodiversity opened to the public, I enjoyed watching 
as children eagerly looked for hidden arthropods. As 
adults passed by, they either assumed the models were real 
(success!), or were too oblivious to notice the fly on the wall 
(or the faux wasp nest on the tree).”

Bees and their colonies are of particular fascination for Dr. 
Klein from an artistic as well as a scientific perspective. “As 
beekeepers know well, apiculturists have developed clever 
ways of housing honey bee colonies, sometimes in visually 
spectacular ways,” he relates. “An observation hive and bell 
jar hive are two great examples. I had the pleasure of working 
with an innovative beekeeper in Würzburg, Germany, and he 
was willing to create a ‘Kunstschwarm’ (art swarm) with me 
so I could film a colony constructing its comb using a thermal 
camera over many days. Playing with different visualization 
techniques to reveal behaviors that are otherwise hidden is 
exciting.”

What fewer beekeepers may know about is the obscure 
history of artists working with honey bees to sculpt comb 
on novel substrates or on unusual forms. “I’m beginning 
to explore this practice, and — as with any innocuous 
modification of a hive — I learn about the behavior of my 

bees in the process.”
How does Dr. Klein choose his artistic subjects? “Either a 

natural phenomenon or scientific concept intrigues me, or I 
feel the need to augment a work of science with visual clarity 
and beauty,” he says. “Sometimes I think of a problem or a 
concept that, with a twist, could be presented in a manner 
that could introduce a viewer to a new way of looking at the 
problem or concept.”

Because honey bees play a significant role in many aspects 
of human culture, Dr. Klein finds his scientific interest in 
Apis mellifera means bees play an outsized role in his art.

“Creating art can be fabulously fun and tremendously 
challenging,” says Dr. Klein. “You have much to gain and 
nothing to lose by combining an interest in beekeeping with 
a curiosity about art. I am not formally trained in most of 
the techniques I use. That doesn't stop me, nor should it stop 
anyone else.”

Finally, Dr. Klein wants to reassure people that neither 
scientists nor artists are on some lofty and remote pedestal 
— quite the contrary. “Artists and scientists are generally a 
passionate, personable lot!” he emphasizes. “They tend to be 
approachable, kind, curious people. Don’t hesitate to reach 
out to scientists or artists if you have questions or would 
simply like to say hello. Too often, we do not benefit from 
knowing how our work affects others.”

And if that’s not the words of a true artist, I don’t know 
what is.  

REFERENCES
• John Abbott, “Damselflies of Texas”
• Gene Kritsky, “The Quest for the Perfect Hive: A 
History of Innovation in Bee Culture”
• Bee art: https://drive.google.com/drive/
folders/1XkK3U_IRNZtnjEdKFSRsgoai_6H3VCkw

Photo credit: Thermal Society.

Photo credit: Dr. Barrett Klein.
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GUIDE TO BEEKEEPING IN THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE.

calendar

BY MARISSA AMES

beekeeping calendar

. Important Date
~ August 20th: National Honey Bee Day (U.S.)

What Are the Bees Up to?
Swarming becomes rare but still possible. As the weather 
stays hot, bearding and fanning outside the door is normal. 
Hot weather can make bees more aggressive, so do hive 
checks during cooler times of day. Colony is at peak honey 
production. Queens begin laying eggs for winter bees. Proper 
ventilation ensures honey can be capped in time for extraction.

The Flowers and The Trees...
Nectar and pollen become shorter in supply. Late-summer and 
autumn flowers include sunflowers, goldenrod, alfalfa, and 
squash in vegetable gardens. 

Food for Thought: Some beekeepers prefer to pull supers 
before the goldenrod bloom. Goldenrod is beneficial to bees 
but produces a bitter-smelling honey that humans tend to 
dislike.

How’s the Weather out There?
Hurricane season is in full swing along the Atlantic coast, and 
wildfires become more prevalent in the Mountain and Pacific 
time zones. Do you have defensible space around your hives?

Hot weather means bees still need constant fresh water and 
ventilation. 

BEEKEEPING CHECKLIST

❑ Move excess honey from hive body to supers to allow 
more room for winter bee brood.
❑ Monitor supers. Remove and replace a few frames if 
production is heavy.
❑ Extract honey supers promptly to avoid wax moth and 
hive beetle larvae.
❑ Ensure you have sanitized extraction and honey storage 
supplies on hand and your extraction space is clean.
❑ Add extracted supers (AKA “wet” supers) back on the 
strongest hives for cleanup. Remove after a few days. 
❑ Remove queen excluders between supers and hive 
bodies.

❑ Perform a hive health check, monitoring for queen 
health and checking for mites and disease.
❑ Monitor brood patterns.
❑ Keep feeding pollen/bee bread if necessary.
❑ Test and treat for varroa mites, so you can continue to 
grow winter bees before the cold season curtails brood 
rearing.
❑ Always keep clean water available. Consider filling a 
feeder jar (aka Boardman feeder) with water.
❑ Modify entrances to avoid robbing. To maintain 
ventilation, use a robbing screen. Plug upper entrances.
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September

BEEKEEPING CHECKLIST

October
What Are the Bees Up to?
As bees prepare for winter, queens slow down or stop laying. 
Worker bees kick out what drones remain in the hive and 
propolize the hive to seal cracks. While bees still venture out 
for pollen on warm days, they cluster inside when temperatures 
dip below 50 degrees F. Don’t be surprised if you see bees 
consuming compost, corn, or chicken feed during those warm 
days, in absence of pollen.

The Flowers and The Trees...
Alfalfa may still be blooming in some areas, as well as aster 
and sedum. Some gardens may grow saffron and other 

autumn crocuses. Though chrysanthemum blooms in late 
summer to early winter, bees may avoid them because they 
can harbor spiders.

How’s the Weather out There?
Though temperatures may stay warm in the southern states, 
Zones 5 and colder will experience hard frosts that kill 
most annual plants. Hurricane season is in full force along 
the Atlantic coast. Consider anchoring your hives to avoid 
destruction in strong winds. Keep providing water for times 
when bees venture out.

BEEKEEPING CHECKLIST

❑ Set up wind-breaks around the hives.
❑ Conduct hive inspections during warm weather.
❑ Weigh hives. Established colonies should have at least 70lbs of honey.
❑ Feed sugar syrup ration to 2:1.
❑ Treat for mites, if necessary, but remove all treatments before winterizing hives.
❑ Fit hives with guards to keep mice from moving in.
❑ If fall and winter put the apiary in shadows, move hives to a sunnier location.

What Are the Bees Up to?
Robbing becomes more of a threat as nectar is less available; 
watch for fighting at hive entrances. Comb production slows. 
Queen’s egg-laying slows with considerably less drone brood.

The Flowers and The Trees...
Blossoms decline drastically which may prompt bees to seek 

food in compost or chicken feed.  
Flowers this month may include saffron and autumn crocus, 
buckwheat, thistles, and knapweed.

How’s the Weather out There?
As that first frost rolls in, consider how you will winterize your hives. 
Don’t forget to leave water out, whether the day is hot or cool.

❑ Weigh hives. A full-sized hive should have 70-90 lbs of 
honey for winter.
❑ Remove supers that are light with honey.
❑ Start feeding if hive bodies are light. Increase sugar 
concentration to 2:1.
❑ Withhold pollen supplements as to avoid stimulating 
too much brood-rearing. 
❑ Combine healthy colonies that are not queenright.

❑ Consider culling weak, diseased colonies to save 
resources.
❑ Test again for varroa to be sure your treatments 
worked.
❑ Update bee journals for a hive health reference if 
colonies don’t survive the winter.
❑ Filter beeswax and use or store for soap, candles, and 
other projects.

. Dates to Remember
~ September is National Preparedness Month! Did you know 
archaeologists found unspoiled honey stored in Egyptian tombs?
~ September 22nd: Autumnal Equinox
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just for fun

Backyard Beekeeping Word SearchBackyard Beekeeping Fall 2022

R O P V P M H P N W X T P S E E C D N G K H U N

G B D B S R M Z S P B W R C Z H E B S Y G Z Q K

Z U Y Z E L G O K K S E A C O G A B C I E S L V

Q Z X H I V Q D V S T U G E W C D T L R H K M N
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X P I N C T L R G O P E R J Z R X V K I Y I F O

C P N I S K R V Q V U B X J Y E B M G R L F J N

S E T W N O K D E S T R U C T O R E Z M O S V C

Z D E A A G I L X D X G H K C H I Z E K H W A Y

N C R K M B Z E O J C N K X B I W A J S P W F J

A E B C L G O P H E C M G Y F S D H B I V W S B

T L E Q P E O A Q K T G G R P R Y L S K C Z C N

I L E X Y L T U H G H Z E A U O J A W N L J H H

V S S C L Q I O Y L A Q N R Z T P X A W S E E B

E A O E U P B W H E U P F G I C I A N W Z I L Q

B U N I M L B T U E N Q I A D A I J F B S T O V

E I U E P M R C E F E O O L S R H Q B O Q X I V

E P N E B T B N H D S B H J W T N K V O Q Q V W

S T Z Q C R I Y F D W Z L N D X D E J W E J H K

C I F I W N S U I F U M F E H E L M N Y T Y H X

V D O U G S E I N O L O C S U E L C U N O U I X

Q V U E L L A U F M J A X F R T D V H Y I Y P G

WORKERS EQUIPMENT WINTER BEES

SUMMER BEES REQUEENING NATIVE BEES

ANKLE BITERS CAPPED CELLS NUCLEUS COLONIES

SPLITS DESTRUCTOR VARROA

POLLEN FERAL BEE COCKTAILS

COOKIES BEESWAX EXTRACTORS

HONEY MEAD BEE HOTEL
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coloring page

Show us your artistic side! Print and color this picture. Email photos of your finished coloring 
pages to editor@countrysidemag.com and we may display them in our next issue.



FOLLOW ALONG 
with our small hive 

journey on Instagram: 
@backyardbeekeeping

@iamabeekeeper
@iamcountryside/beekeeping

FOLLOW US HERE TOO!

TAG YOUR  
PICTURES with  
#iamabeekeeper 
and you could be featured in our next issue!

Hives to
Follow

@farm.73

@temporalehomestead

@canterb
endfarm

@italianretreat_thejo
urney

@garrettkozafarm
@beewildhoneyfarm


